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A. lfamaAoe- Mm-wMwtepaAbHble Kap6oHamHble oouiJ
Hble munbl e mpuaccoebzX ocaiJo'lHblX nopooax Ceeepo
Janai>Hoii. Eo112apuu. 0oJII1TOBhie nopo)lhi ycTaHOBJieHhi 
B nO'ITI1 BCeX JII1TOCTpaT11fpa<l>11'1eCKI1X e)J,I1HI1I.J.aX JfCKhi
pCKOH Kap6oHaTHOH rpynnhi (HlDKHI1H-BepxHI1H Tp11ac) 
B C3 Eonrap1111. MoHOMI1HepaJihHhie OOI1)lhl c roMoreH
H.hiMI1 o60JIO'IKaMI1 OTHOCHTCH K HeCKOJihKI1M CTpyK
rypHh!M Tl1naM: M11Kpi1TOBhle/M11KpOCnap11TOBbie, ,K11p
DI1'1enO)J,06Hble", cnap11TOBhie peJII1KTOBhle, 6JIOK0Bh!e, 
pa)ll1aJihHhie BOJIOKHI1CThie, pa)J,I1aJihHhie cnap11TOBhie, 
c~opmeHHhie 11 nHTHI1CThie. YcTaHOBJieHhi TaKJKe OOI1)lbl 
CO CJIOlKHO ycTpOeHHhlMI1 060JIO'IKaMI1: 6JIOKOBO-MI1K
p11TOBhiMI1, MI1Kpi1TO·pa)J,I1aJibHh!MI1 11 pa,ul1aJlhHO-K11p
DI1'1enO)l06Hb!e. B 3aBI1CI1MOCTI1 OT cTeneHI1 )J,e<PopMa
DHI1 BHe!llHOH <t>opMbl Bhi)J,eJieHhl 0011)J,hl CJie)J,y!Oli.J.I1X TI1-
DOB: noTpecKaHHhie, Ha)lJIOMJleHHhie, pa3,upo6neHHhie, 
a6pa,U11pOBaHHhie, HCKp11BJieHHhle 11 B3ai1MHOnpOHI1Ka!O
ID.He. KpoMe e,ui1HI1'1HhiX 11H)li1BI1,llOB a HeKOTOphiX nopo
~ax 6hiJII1 o6HapyJKeHbi 11 noJII10011)lhi. IlepB11'1Hbie 
OOI1)J,Hhie CTPYKTYPhi MO)li14>11I.J.11poaaHhi B pe3yJihTaTe 
pa3H006pa3Hh!X 1130X11MI1'1eCKI1X )J,I1areHeTI1'1eCKI1X npO
neCCOB, B TOM '111CJie M11Kp0611aJihHOH M11Kp11TI13ai.J.I111, 
. TlJIOTHeHI1H, aparOHI1TOBOH TpaHc<t>opMai.J.I111, nepeKp11C
Ta.JIJ1113ai.J.I111, pacTaopeHI1H 11 ueMeHTan;l111, KOTOphie npo
TeKanl1 B MOpCKOH <l>peaTI1'1eCKOH, MeTeOpHo-<t>peaTI1-
<teCKOH 11 my6oKonorpyJKeHHOH )J,I1areHeTI1'1eCKOH cpe)le. 
TOJihKO O)J,Ha cnei.J.H<I>H'IeCKaH 0011)J,HaH aCCOI.J.I1ai.J.I1H CBH
JaHa c onpe,ueneHHOH cpe)loii oca)J,KOHaKonneHI1H. B ca
:MOM OCHOBaHHI1 Hl1lKHeTp11aCCOBOH np11JII1BHO-OTJII1BHOH 

OCJie)J,OBaTeJibHOCTI1 (MOri1JihCKaH CBI1Ta) nHTHHCThie 11 
pa,n,11aJihHO-K11pn11'1eDO)J,06Hh!e 0011,!J;hl aCCOI.J.1111py!OT C 
OHMI1HepaJihHhiMI1 11H)li1BH)J,aMI1 11 pa3)J,po6neHHhiMI1 
QopMaMI1. CyAH no ce,!J;HMeHTOJIOfl1'1eCKI1M ,!J;aHHhiM 11 
211a.JIOfl111 C nO,!J;06Hh!M11 reOJIOfl1'1eCKI1MI1 HaXO)J,KaMI1, 
o6pa3oaaHI1e TaKoii accoul1ai.J.I111 xapaKTepHo )J,JIH rl1nep
roneHhiX ycJIOBI1H. 

IIepaw'IHaH M11Hepanori1H HeKOTophiX oow)J,HhiX Tl1noa 
npe)J,eneHa Ha ocHoaamm wx neTporpa<l>11'1eCKI1X 11 reo

DIM11'1eCKI1X oco6eHHOCTeii, c Y'II1ThiBaHI1eM 11 aKTyanwc
nf'!eCKI1X .naHHhiX. B pe3yJihTaTe 3Toro 6bmo .noKa3aHo 
OTJIOJKeHJ1e 0011,LIOB C aparOHI1TOBh!M 11 MarHe311aJlhH0-
1:3..1Ihi.J.I1TOBhlM cocTaBOM, CTPaTwrpa<l>11'1eCKaH np11ypoqe
a:ocTh KOTOpbiX COOTBeTCTByeT rJI06aJibHMY pacnpe.neJie
Sli!O Kap6oHaTHhiX ooi1)J,OB a TpwaccoaoM nep11o.ne. OT-

Abstract. Oolitic rocks occur in almost all litho
stratigraphic units from the Iskur Carbonate Group 
(Lower - Upper Triassic) in NW Bulgaria. Primarily 
monomineralic ooids with homogenous cortices belong 
to several fabric types: micritic/microsparitic, brickwork, 
sparry relic, blocky, radial fibrous, radial sparry, 
shrunken and mottled. In addition, ooids with com
pound cortical fabrics were distinguished: blocky
micritic, micritic-radial and radial-brickwork. Cracked, 
spalled, broken, abraded, distorted and pitted types were 
differentiated according to outer deformed shape. Apart 
from the single individuals polyooids were found in some 
rocks. The primary ooid fabrics were modified by various 
isochemical diagenetic processes including microbial 
micritization, compaction, aragonite transformation, re
crystallization, dissolution and cementation. These pro
ceeded in the marine-phreatic, meteoric-phreatic and 
deep-burial connate diagenetic environments. Only one 
specific ·ooid association shows relation with a particular 
depositional setting. At the very base of the Lower Trias
sic peritidal sequence (Mogila Fm) mottled and radial
brickwork ooids coexist with bimineralic individuals and 
broken shapes. The formation of such association is at
tributed to hypersaline conditions, as this interpretation 
is based on other sedimentological data and analogy with 
similar occurrences from the geological record. 
The original mineralogy of some ooid types was inferred 
mainly on the basis of petrographic and geochemical 
data, but actualistic evidence was considered as well. The 
precipitation of aragonite and high-Mg calcite ooids was 
proved. Their stratigraphic occurrence conforms well to 
the global distribution of carbonate ooids through the 
Triassic period. Thus aragonite ooid precipitation was 
predominant during Late Olenekian - Middle Anisian 
times . The main control was high carbonate saturation 
state of seawater promoting higher precipitation rates for 
aragonite due to kinetic reasons. In this particular case, 
the high degree of seawater carbonate saturation was 
probably further promoted by an increased salinity re
flecting intense evaporation in an arid peritidal setting. 
The contrastingly large predominance of calcitic ooids in 
the Upper Anisian - Lower Carnian sediments corre
sponds to the secular increase of calcite abiotic 
precipititation during the Middle Triassic epoch. This 
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JIO:lKeHMe aparOHMTa 6hiJIO .UOMMHHpylO!l\MM C ll03,UHero 
OJieHeKa .UO cpe,UHero aHM3a. 3TO 6hiJIO o6yCJIOBJieHO B 
OCHOBHOM Bb!COKOH CTeneHblO Kap60HaTHOH HaCbi!l\eH
HOCTI:I MOpCKOH BO,Ubl, 'ITO 6JiaronpHliTCTBOBaJIO 6onee 
Bb!COKMM TeMnaM OTJIO:lKeHI:Ill aparOHMTa ITO KMHeTH'IeC
KMM npH'II:IHaM. B ,UaHHOM CJiy'lae Bb!COKall CTeneHb Kap-
60HaTHOH HaCbi!l\eHHOCTM BepOliTHO 6biJia CBll3aHa M C 
llOBbiiiieHHOH COJieHOCTblO MOpCKOH BO,Ubl BCJie,UCTBMe 
I:IHTeHCHBHOfO MCnapeHMll B apM,UHOH npHJIMBHO-OTJIMB
HOH o6CTaHOBKe. KoHTpacTHoe IIIHpoKoe .UOMHHMposa
HHe KaJibUHTOBb!X OOM,UOB B BepxHeaHH3MHCKMX-HM:lKHe
KapHHHCKMX OCa,UKaX COOTBeTCTByeT mo6aJibHOMY yse
JIH'IeHMlO KaJibl{MTOBOfO a6MoreHHOf0 OTJIO:lKeHMll B 
cpe,UHeTpHaCCOBOH 3llOXe. 3Ta nepeMeHa 6biJia CBll3aHa 
C mo6aJibHb!M llOBbiiiieHMeM 3BCTaTM'!eCKOfO ypOBHll 
MOpll, 6onee I:IHTeHCMBHblM Cnpe,UHHfOM, 6onee TellJib!M 
KJIHMaTOM 1:1 6onee BbiCOKMM co.uep:lKaHMeM C0

2
, 'ITO 

npHBeJIO K llOHM:lKeHMlO CTeneHM Kap6oHaTHOH HaCb!
!lleHHOCTI:I MOpCKOH BO,Ubl H 6naronpHliTCTBOBaJIO OTJIO
:lKeHMlO KaJibUMTa. B ,naHHOM CJiy'!ae MOpCKall BO,Ua .UOC
THrJia HOpMaJibHOH COJieHOCTH B cpe,UHeM aHM3e, 'ITO Be
pOliTHO TaK:lKe CO,UeHCTBOBaJIO o6pa30BaHHlO KaJibUH
TOBb!X oOH.UOB. B 3ITHKOHTHHeHTaJibHOM TpHaccosoM 
MOpe npOHCXO,UMJIH H JIOKaJibHb!e KpaTKOBpeMeHHbie H3-
MeHeHHll B Kap6oHaTOOTJIO:lKeHHH. 3TO llO,UTBep:lK,UaeTCll 
O,UHOBpeMeHHb!M cy!lleCTBOBaHHeM H nepecJiaHBaHMeM 
aparOHHTOBb!X H KaJibUHTOBbiX OOH,UOB, a TaK:lKe HaJIH'IH
eM 6MMHHepaJibHb!X OOH,UHb!X 060JIO'IeK. )l;onycKaeTCll, 
'ITO COCTOliHHe Kap60HaTHOH HaCbi!l\eHHOCTH MOpCKOH 
BO,Ubl B KOHe'IHOM C'leTe 3aBHCHJIO OT MHHHMaJibHb!X H3-
MeHeHHH TeMnepaTypbl H/HJIM COJieHOCTH. 

B OTJIM'IHe oT ycTaHosneHHoro TpeH.ua nepsH'IHOH 
OOH,UHOH MHHepaJIOfi:IH, COCTaB MOpCKHX <!>peaTH'!eCKMX 
UeMeHTOB B HCCJie,UOBaHHb!X TpMaCCOBbiX nopo,Uax 6hiJI 
B OCHOBHOM MarHe3HaJibHOKaJibUHTOBb!M. 3TO HeCOOT
BeTCTBHe B 06I.J..J.eM MO:lKHO 06bliCHHTb llOHH:lKeHHb!M 
npHTOKOM Kap60HaTHb!X HOHOB B Me:lKaJIJIOfeMHbie nyc
TOTbl, 'ITO CllOC06CTBOBaJIO KaJibUHTOBOH UeMeHTaUHH. 
)l;pyroi1: B03MO:lKHOCTblO liBJilleTcll nnoxoe coxpaHeHHe 
MOpCKHX aparOHHTOBb!X l{eMeHTOB. )l;ollOJIHHTeJibHb!e 
,UOKaJaTeJibCTBa a6MoreHHOf0 Kap6oHaTHOfO OTJIO:lKeHHll 
MO:lKHO llOJIY'IMTb npH HCCJie,UOBaHHH MHKpHTOBOfO MaT

pHKCa H3BeCTHliKOB. 

change was related to the appearance of global 
highstand, more intense seafloor spreading, warmer cli
mate, higher C0

2 
levels, and consequently, to low car

bonate saturation state of seawater favouring calcite pre
cipitation. In this particular case, the seawater reached 
normal salinity from the Middle Anisian onwards, thus 
probably further promoting calcite ooid formation. Lo
cally controlled short-term shifts in the carbonate pre
cipitation also took place in the epicontinental Triassic 
sea. This is inferred from the coexistence or interbedding 
of primary aragonitic and calcitic ooids, as well as pres
ence of bimineralic ooid cortices. It is suggested that 
subtle temperature and/or salinity changes ultimately 
controlled the carbonate saturation state of seawater. 
Unlike the established trend of primary ooid mineralogy, 
marine phreatic cements in the studied Triassic rocks 
were predominantly composed of high-Mg calcite. This 
discrepancy is generally explained by the lower supply of 
carbonate ions into interparticle pores, which favoured 
calcite cementation, although poor preservation of ma
rine aragonite cements is another possibility. Further evi
dence on the abiotic carbonate precipitation might be 
obtained from investigation of the limestone micritic 
matrix. 

Chatalov, A. 2005. Monomineralic carbonate ooid types in the Triassic sediments from North
western Bulgaria. - Geologica Bale. , 35, 1-2; 63-91. 

Key words: ooids, inner fabric, outer shape, aragonite, calcite, limestones, Triassic. 

Introduction 

Ooids are considered as a basic variety of coated 
grains which are generated in both marine and 
non-marine environments. However, their pre
cise definition has provoked much discussion in 
the literature. For example, Peryt (1983) and 
Scoffin (1987) defined ooids as chemically
formed coated grains whereas other sedimen
tologists (Fliigel, 1982; Richter, 1983b; Tucker 
& Wright, 1990) took a more descriptive ap
proach to the term "ooid". 

Various carbonate ooid types have been de
scribed in the sedimentological literature, and 
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sometimes, a great diversity of ooids occurs in a 
particular geological object. Such examples 
have been discovered in different chronostrati
graphic intervals by a number of workers (Rad
wanski & Birkenmayer, 1977; Tucker, 1984; 
Strasser, 1986; Chow & James, 1987; Singh, 
1987; Algeo & Watson, 1995; etc.). In all these 
cases, the great diversity of ooids resulted from 
combination between different modes of pri
mary formation and diagenetic alteration, al
though the genetic interpretation of many ooid 
fabrics is still controversial (Simone, 1981; 
Richter, 1983a; Gasiewicz, 1984; Tucker & 
Wright, 1990). 



In this paper are presented new data on the 
monomineralic carbonate ooid types which 
were established in the Triassic sediments from 
Northwestern Bulgaria. The studied ooids dis
play a broad diversity over a stratigraphic in
terval ranging from the Lower to the Upper 
Triassic series. They are described and further 
classified according to their inner fabric and 
outer deformed shape, respectively, where
upon some remarks are made regarding the 
selected classification scheme and applied ter
minology. The spatial distribution of ooid types 
throughout the whole Triassic section is also 
considered. Conclusions are drawn about the 
origin of the distinguished ooid types in rela
tion with the depositional environment and di
agenetic alterations. The primary mineralogy 
of the recognized discrete calcitic and arago
nitic ooids is interpreted on the basis of three 
major combined criteria: primary cortical fab
ric, degree of preservation and trace element 
content. The possible local constraints on the 
binary abiotic carbonate precipitation during a 
part of the Triassic period are outlined in the 
framework of its general global trend. Finally, 
a comparison is made with respect to estab
lished marine phreatic cements in the same 
Triassic sediments. 

Previous work 

The first comprehensive description of carbon
ate oolitic rocks from the Triassic system in 
~orthwestern Bulgaria was made by AH,.a:peeB 
(1 911) for the Iskur river gorge. Later, the 

roader presence of oolites in other outcrops 
over this area was established along with the 
dvancing study on the Triassic stratigraphy 
pOHKOB, 1960; TpoHKOB H ,.a:p., 1965; TpoH

··oB, 1973; Tronkov, 1992). 
Recently, single sparitic and micritic ooids, 

as well as complex ooids, were described par-
icularly from the Upper Olenekian - Middle 

Anisian peritidal sediments (Chatalov, 1996; 
qaTaJIOB, 1997). Radial, blocky, cerebroid and 

istorted ooids were also reported from the 
arne rocks, along with the occurrence of com
ound individuals with bimineralic cortices 

and calcareous-ferriferous ooids (Chatalov, 
1997; Chatalov, 2003; 2005). Mimetically do-
omitized micritic ooids from the transgressive 

sediments of Spathian age were studied in de
ail (Chatalov, 1999). Micritic, radial and 
locky ooids were established in the Upper 

Anisian - Lower Ladinian inner-ramp shoal 
eposits (lJaTaJioB, 2002). Rare radial ooids 
ere found in few beds of Pelsonian proximal 
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tempestites (Chatalov & Vangelov, 2001). Fi
nally, some general features of the deposi
tional environment, related with the origin of 
the various oolites, were discussed in a couple 
of papers (Chatalov, 1998; LfaTaJioB, 2002). 

Other publications treating particularly the 
petrography and origin of carbonate ooids are 
few in the Bulgarian sedimentological litera
ture - for example, XpHcqeB (1963) and 
Belivanova (2003). 

Material and Methods 

All lithostratigraphic units belonging to the 
Iskur Carbonate Group (Lower - Upper Tri
assic) (TpoHKOB, 1981) from Northwestern 
Bulgaria were initially studied in the field to 
reveal the presence of oolitic carbonate rocks. 
Each macroscopically discernible oolitic bed 
was sampled in selected eleven cross-sections 
from the West Balkan structural zone (Fig. 1 ), 
in two profiles ("Ponor" and "Vrelo") (LJa
TaJioB, 2002, Fig. 3) from the Svoge unit of the 
Srednogorie structural zone (after the tectonic 
scheme of liBaHoB, 1988), as well as in some 
other outcrops. The summarized results have 
shown that carbonate ooids occur in eight 
lithostratigraphic units: Svidol Formation (LJa
TaJioB, 1974), Mogila Formation (AccepeTo H 
,.a:p., 1983), Babino Formation, Milanovo For
mation (TpoHKOB, 1968), Edivetar Formation, 
Toshkovdol Formation, Chesmichka Forma
tion (TpoHKOB, 1973) and Shirokaplanina For
mation (TpoHKOB, 1995). These units cover a 
chronostratigraphic interval from the Spa
thian subage of the Olenekian age to the Iulian 
subage of the Carnian age. 

Oolitic rocks are among the predominant 
petrographic varieties in three of the litho
stratigraphic units (Mogila Fm, Milanovo Fm 
and Toshkovdol Fm), while in other four for
mations they occur on a minor scale (Svidol 
Fm, Edivetar Fm, Shirokaplanina Fm and 
Cheshmichka Fm). Ooids are present only 
sporadically in outcrops of the Babino Fm 
along the Iskur river gorge. Actually, the rela
tive distribution of oolites in different cross-sec
tions of the mentioned lithostratigraphic units 
is quite variable as they might be absent at all 
in some profiles. This regularity is typical, for 
example, for the Mogila Fm, Svidol Fm and 
Milanovo Fm. In some cases, only ooid ghosts 
were recognized in completely dolomitized 
rocks, for example, in outcrops of the Mila
novo Fm from the Berkovitsa unit of the West 
Balkan structural zone. The locations of the 
studied cross-sections in this zone are shown in 
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Fig. 1. Schematic geological map of part of Northwestern Bulgaria showing the surface outcrops of the Iskur Carbon
ate Group and the location of its studied profiles in the West Balkan structural zone. Legend: 1 - Jurassic; 2 -
Moesian Group (Upper Triassic); 3 - Iskur Carbonate Group (Lower-Upper Triassic); 4- Petrohan Terrigenous 
Group (Lower Triassic); 5- Paleozoic 

Fig. 1. The vertical distribution of oolites and 
ooid-bearing rocks throughout selected pro
files of some lithostratigraphic units is outlined 
in Figures 2 and 3. 

About 150 standard thin sections were pre
pared for examination with transmitted light 
microscopy. Most of them were stained after 
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the procedure proposed by Dickson (1966) in 
order to differentiate dolomite from calcite 
and recognize the relative iron content in the 
carbonate minerals. Scanning electron mi
croscopy (Philips SEM 515 apparatus) was 
applied to investigate selected ooid fabrics on 
polished rock surfaces. The latter were prema-



turely etched in a 1 0% HCl solution for 5 sec
onds (Strohmenger, 1988). Uncovered double
polished thin sections were investigated, after 
vacuum-coating in carbon, with electron mi
croprobe to determine the Mg-Sr content in 
the cortical calcite of some ooid types. For this 
purpose, Tracor Northern TN-2000 analyzer 
equipped with energy dispersive capability was 
used, operating in the following regime: 20 kV 
accelerating voltage, 2.1 o-9 E beam current 
and 2 mm spot size. Celestite and diopside 
were utilized as standards for the Sr and Mg 
determinations, respectively. 

General petrography 
of the oolitic rocks 

The studied oolites are mostly hard rocks, al
though some porous sediments from the 
Toshkovdol Fm in the Granitovo strip are 
ather friable . The colour is predominantly 
hitish to light grey but some dolomitized va

rieties show yellowish nuance. The stratifica
ion ranges from thin-bedded to massive with 
he oolites occurring as either discrete layers or 
meter-scale packages. In some packages ooli
·c rocks alternate with ooid-bearing intra
lastic, peloidal or bioclastic limestones/ 
olostones. Few beds have thin ( <5 em) mi-
ritic intercalations. Erosional lower bed 

boundaries are locally displayed especially in 
he case · of underlying lime mudstone sedi

:nents. Apart from the common massive ap
- earance, a typical sedimentary structure is 

ass-bedding. Both planar and trough variet
:es were recognized as dark and light grey 
laminae may alternate inside the cross-sets (for 
e.."'\ample, in the Mogila Fm). Normal or re
...-erse graded bedding with respect to the vari
~ble ooid size was observed as well. 

Several major oolitic textures were dis tin
guished under the microscope including ooid, 
- traclastic-ooid, bioclastic-ooid and peloid
ooid grainstones. Ooids appear also as subor

- ate or sporadic constituents in bioclastic, 
- traclastic and peloid grainstones. Of lesser 

currence are some inverse textures: bio
: astic-ooid wackestonesfpackstones, peloid
ooid packstones and ooid mudstones. The 
w rting of the ooid individuals is mostly good 
25 their size nowhere exceeds 2 mm (e.g. 

isoids are absent). Commonly, the associ
ed allochems are moderately to well sorted 

c:.nd rounded. Thick-shelled bivalves, gastro
ds and crinoids predominate among the 
existing fossils. The rarely observed oolitic 

intraclasts originated mostly from oolitic 
packstones. 

The major isochemical diagenetic imprints 
in the studied oolitic rocks were related to ce
mentation and neomorphism, whereas disso
lution, compaction and micritization were of 
lesser intensity. The allochemical diagenetic 
processes comprise dolomitization, calcitiza
tion of dolomite, silicification and pyritization. 
The dolomitization is represented as either se
.lective replacement of ooids or total alteration 
of the limestones into crystalline dolostones. 
Ooid ghosts or relicts from the ooid inner fab
ric are rarely preserved in coarser replacive 
dolomite crystals or pseudosparitic mosaics. 
Elsewhere, the inner microstructure of former 
calcareous ooids was totally preserved after 
dolomitization through mimetic replacement 
(Chatalov, 1998; 1999). 

Classification of ooids 
and problems 
of terminology 

One major problem concerning the study of 
carbonate ooids is the lack of widely accepted 
classification scheme that comprises their 
whole diversity in nature. For this reason, 
many subjective terms have been used to de
scribe these peculiar allochems (Tucker & 
Wright, 1990). Most attempts have been based 
on simple descriptive features like number of 
laminae, size, shape and inner microstructure 
(for example, Fliigel, 1982 and Scoffm, 1987). 
An alternative is the genetic approach, e.g. 
recognition of primary and secondary ooids as 
major groups, which are further subdivided 
according to inner fabric and outer shape 
(Strohmenger, 1988). Finally, Richter (1983a) 
proposed a combined subdivision based on 
both fabrics and mineralogy but considering 
also diagenetic modifications. 

In the present author's opinion, a simple, 
logical and representative classification of 
ooids should be based exclusively on descrip
tive terms. Genetic subdivision, i.e. according 
to primary or secondary origin, seems unac
ceptable, because most ancient ooids were in 
fact substantially altered by various diagenetic 
processes. It is suggested that the descriptive 
approach must consider separately the inner 
cortex fabric and the outer deformed shape of 
single ooids, thus distinguishing two major 
groups of different ooid types. Other charac
teristics (such as number of laminae, size, etc.) 
might be specified as additional features of 
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those types. On the other hand, complex ooids 
should be defined as a separate major group (e. 
g. different from single ooids), as was also sug
gested by Fliigel (1982). 

The first subdivision into types according to 
inner fabric should be based principally on the 
microstructural homogeneity or compound na
ture of the ooid cortices. A specific moment 
here is the possibility that some compound in
ner fabrics might not be primarily mono
mineralic, but actually bimineralic. Descriptive 
terms would comprise one sufficiently informa
tive parameter or combination of different char
acteristics related to: grain size (sparry, micritic, 
microsparitic ), crystal shape andfor orientation · 
(radial, tangential, fibrous, blocky, brickwork), 
degree of preservation of earlier fabric (relic), 
and even general appearance (shrunken, cere
broid, mottled). On the other hand, it is obvious 
that not all important microstructural features 
might be included in certain ooid type names, if 
brief and informative terms are required. Be
sides, some characteristics could be further re
ferred to possible subtypes, for example, the 
presence or lack of concentric banding in radial 
fibrous ooids. Indeed, one descriptive term may 
unite identical fabrics generated by contrasting 
processes, for example, blocky ooids originate 
through aggrading neomorphism, but also 
through cementation of oomolds. Finally, the 
names of compound types can be easily formed 
using combinations of the same terms applied 
to homogeneous ooids. 

The second subdivision of single ooids ac
cording to outer deformed shape should be 
made on the basis of already established terms 
in the literature (Carozzi, 1961; Radwanski, 
1965; Radwanski & Birkenmayer, 1977; etc.). 
Unfortunately, some of them contain rather ge
netic than descriptive information. Besides, 
their selection should be careful as different 
terms sometimes refer to identical external mor
phology, and vice versa. For example, Richter 
(1983a) claimed that distorted ooids should in
clude also the pitted ooids of Radwanski (1965) 
plus the cracked ooids of Radwanski & 
Birkenmayer (1977). However, the autonomous 
use of these three terms is preferred herein. 

Single ooid types 
by inner fabric -
description and interpretation 

The following single ooid types of homogeneous 
inner fabric were established in the Triassic car
bonate sediments from Northwestern Bulgaria: 

micriticfmicrosparitic, brickwork, sparry relic, 
blocky, radial fibrous, radial sparry, shrunken 
and mottled (Fig. 4). Some of them were further 
separated into respective subtypes. Besides, 
three compound (but primarily monomineralic) 
ooid fabrics were distinguished: blocky-mi
critic, micritic-radial and radial-brickwork. 
Their relative distribution in each of the litho
stratigraphic units is shown in Table 1. 

The types described below comprise pre
dominantly normal ooids with subspherical to 
ovoid shape. Occasional elongated individu
als either were predetermined by anisometric 
nuclei or resulted from later compaction pro
cesses. The size range is from 0.2 to 1.8 mm, 
but commonly is between 0.3 and 0.8 mm. Su
perficial ooids occur on a minor scale (mostly 
in outcrops of the Milanovo Fm from the Svoge 
tectonic unit) and are related mainly with 
coarser imclei (llaTaJIOB, 2002). Commonly, 
the nuclei are represented by peloids, intra
clasts and bioclasts (bivalves, gastropods, 
crinoids, ostracods, echinids, brachiopods and 
foraminifers), or in some cases by siliciclastic 
grains (for example, in the Edivetar Fm and 
Toshkovdol Fm from the Granitovo strip). Spo
radically, broken and abraded ooids, or even 
oolitic intraclasts, have served as nuclei for the 
cortex growth of newly formed ooids. Asym
metrical individuals containing primarily ec
centric nuclei due to preferential growth in 
weakly agitated environment (Freeman, 1962) 
were not observed. 

Micriticfmicrosparitic ooids 
This is the predominating ooid type in most of 
the lithostratigraphic units (Table 1 ), which 
rarely coexists with representatives of the other 
types (brickwork, blocky, radial fibrous, 
shrunken, mottled, blocky-micritic, micritic
radial and radial-brickwork). The micritic/ 
microsparitic ooids show the biggest observed 
size whereas the smallest individuals are 
hardly distinguished from subspherical pe
loids. Some of them lack identifiable nuclei as 
their cortices were probably precipitated 
around minute micritic material (Plate I, 1 ). 
The cortical fabric is characterized by vaguely 
to well-developed concentric laminae, whose 
thickness (ranging between several microns 
and 15 J..tm) is best revealed in the mimetically · 
dolomitized ooids of the Svidol Fm (Chatalov, 
1999). The examination with SEM shows that 
the ooid cortices are composed of subequant 
densely-packed and randomly oriented micri
tic and/or microspar crystals (mostly up to 10 
J..lm in size). The mineral composition is pre
dominantly non-ferroan calcite but ferroan 
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Fig, 4, Single ooid types distinguished by inner fabric with their proved or presumed primary cortical mineralogy 

calcite was observed as well. Opaque impuri
ties, mostly represented by organic material or 
disseminated pyrite, may be either dispersed as 
specks or arranged in concentric manner 
throughout the cortices. 

Three general mechanisms have been as
sumed to generate micritic cortices and either 
of them might have been responsible for the 
formation of the studied ooids. The first hy
pothesis postulates that the cortices result 
from partial or complete early diagenetic 
micritization by boring organisms (mainly al
gae and fungi) (Newell et al., 1960; Bathurst, 
1966; Margolis & Rex, 1971; Kobluk & Risk, 
1977; Harris et al., 1979). The micritization it
self is supposed to take place mainly in the 
stagnant zone of the marine-phreatic diage
netic environment (Longman, 1980; Heckel, 
1983). Therefore, the relative abundance of 
micritic ooids itself would indicate slow rates 
of sediment accumulation and/or low sedi
ment mobility, considering the fact that mod
ern ooids are micritized completely within a 
few years (Dravis, 1979). 

According to the second hypothesis, gra
dual accretion of nanocrystals around some 

nucleus is suggested, although the factors 
controlling this accretion are still disputed 
(Heller et al., 1980). For example, some sedi
mentologists believe that this accretion takes 
place with the constructive participation of 
organic material (Trichet, 1968; Mitterer, 
1972; Suess & Futterer, 1972; Fabricius, 1977). 
An important actualistic observation was 
made by Land et al. (1979) who considered the 
modern micritic fabric from Baffin Bay (Texas) 
as primary in origin and resulting from rapid 
precipitation. 

In third place, it is supposed that micri
tization proceeds through internal precipita
tion of calcite in micropores of aragonitic cor
tices (Richter, 1983a; Richter & Besenecker, 
1983). In particular, Richter & Besenecker 
(1983) observed all transitions from tangential 
aragonitic ooids to micriticjmicrosparitic (par
tially or completely calcitized) ooids. Further
more, Richter (1983a) pointed out that in the 
Lower Triassic of Hydra Island (Greece) and 
the Lower Muschelkalk of Germany micritic 
ooids are associated with oomolds and sparry 
relic/brickwork ooids, e.g. with originally ara
gonite cortices. 
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PLATE I 

l. Normal micritic ooid with indistinct concentric fabric of the cortex and micritic nucleus (probably peloid or 
rounded intraclast). This microstructure does not allow reliable recognition of the primary cortical mineralogy. 
Mogila Formation, cross-section IV "Sfrazhen". Thin section 66-34-IV, Nil, x76. 

2. Former aragonitic ooid with brickwork ("brick-like") cortical fabric that shows typical brownish 
pseudopleochroism. The associated primary aragonitic shells of bivalves and gastropods have the same micro
structure which originated from microscale dissolution (after James & Choquette, 1984). Mogila Formation, cross
section III "Tserovo". Thin section Ts-3, Nil, x 110. 

3. Close-up of the cortex of sparry relic ooid in which the neomorphic calcite crystals crosscut relicts (solid andfor 
fluid inclusions) from the originally aragonite concentric laminae. Data on the Sr-Mg contents support the hypoth
esis for aragonite precursor. Mogila Formation, cross-section III "Tserovo". Thin section Ts-5, Nil, x190. 

4. Association of blocky, micriticjmicrosparitic and blocky-micritic ooids proving that the blocky type represents the 
final product from recrystallization of micriticfmicrosparitic ooids. The opaque material along blocky crystal 
boundaries testifies against the alternative assumption for occluded former oomolds. The ferroan composition and 
microdolomitic inclusions in the pseudospar crystals are both evidence for primary high-Mg calcite composition of 
the cortex. Mogila Formation, cross-section VI "Zgorigrad". Thin section 12-VI, Nil, x 38. 

5. Blocky ooids emerged through recrystallization (aggrading neomorphism) of former micriticjmicrosparitic ooids. 
This interpretation is supported by the presence of micritic/microsparitic relicts in the newly formed blocky mosa
ics. Toshkovdol Formation, cross-section VIII "Cheshmichki dol". Thin section 30-VIII, Nil, x38. 

6. Two blocky ooids crystallographically influenced by the adjacent crinoid fragment. According to Rich (1982), pri
mary aragonite composition of the cortices should be assumed in such cases. Mogila Formation, cross-section VI 
"Zgorigrad". Thin section lOa-VI, N+, x38. 

7. Two associated ooids of differing primary cortical mineralogy. The left individual shows identical blocky fabric of 
its nucleus and cortex, e.g. they both had presumably aragonite precursor. The other ooid has a compound cortex 
(built up of inner radial fibrous and outer microsparitic layers) which is interpreted as originally high-Mg calcitic. 
Mogila Formation, cross section IV "Sfrazhen". Thin section 65-34-IV, Nil, x76. 

8. Ooid with blocky cortex and micritic nucleus, whose contrasting fabrics are indicative for different primary miner
alogy- aragonite and calcite, respectively. The blocky cortex resulted from initial aragonite transformation and 
later recrystallization. The latter most probably modified the previous sparry relic or brickwork fabric. This ooid 
corresponds to Criterion 4 proposed by Sandberg (1985) for distinguishing aragonitic cortical precursor. Mogila 
Formation, cross-section IV "Sfrazhen". Thin section 65-34-IV, Nil, x76. 

PLATE II 

1. Blocky ooids (without preserved or relic nucleus) associated with dark-coloured micritic/microsparitic ooids. The 
absence of individuals with transitional fabrics (e. g. blocky-micritic type) or micritic relicts in the blocky mosaics, 
as well as the contrasting microstructures, suggest differing primary cortical mineralogy - aragonitic for the blocky 
type and calcitic for the micritic/microsparitic one. Toshkovdol Formation, cross-section VIII "Cheshmichki dol". 
Thin section 32-VIII, Nil, x38. 

2. Blocky ooid (photo right) emerged through inner calcite cementation of former oomold. Such interpretation is 
reinforced by: the lack of relicts from former fabrics, the coarse crystal size, the ferroan calcite composition, as 
well as the association with real oomolds (photo left), unleached micriticfmicrosparitic ooids and partially occluded 
oomolds. There is some evidence that the dissolved mineral was high-Mg calcite (see text). The dissolution took 
place after interparticle rock cementation, but before stabilization of the cortical high-Mg calcite. Toshkovdol For-
mation, cross-section XI "Edivetur". Thin section 26-XI, N+, x76. · 

3. Radial fibrous ooid with pronounced concentric banding in the outer part of the cortex, whose formation was prob
ably controlled by the balanced ratio between growth rates and degree of abrasion (Medvedeff & Wilkinson, 1983). 
Note that fabric transition occurs at smaller diameter (mean 0.45 mm) than usually mentioned (0.6-0.7 mm) by 
other authors. Data from chemical analysis give enough grounds to assume primary high-Mg calcite mineralogy of 
the whole cortex, with the recorded Mg values being highest among all studied ooids. Milanovo Formation, cross
section "Vrelo". Thin section 24-Vr, Nil, x76. 

4. Cortex of radial fibrous ooid showing concentric banding in its outer part (photo left). The thicker laminae are 
composed of normally oriented acicular crystallites and the thinner ones comprise subequant grains. Mogila For
mation, cross-section I "Komshtitsa". SEM image, sample 23-I. Divisions on the scale bar equal to 100 11m. 

5. Radial sparry ooid built up of normally oriented, elongated pseudosparitic crystals with certain widening towards 
the allochem periphery. This type resulted from aggrading neomorphism of radial fibrous ooids, as such an inter
pretation is supported by the association with them (top right) as well as typical blocky individuals. Another evi
dence for high-Mg calcite precursor are the recorded Sr-Mg contents which are similar to the ones of radial fi
brous ooids. Shirokaplanina Formation, cross-section VIII "Cheshmichki dol". Thin section 34-VIII, Nil, x 38. 

6. Shrunken ooid built up of sparry mosaic and micritic nucleus (displaced toward the allochem periphery). The clear 
drusy calcite of the mosaic testifies to intraooid cement precipitation after macroscale dissolution (after James & 
Choquette, 1984) of the more soluble aragonitic cortex and later collapse of the more resistant calcite nucleus. The 
direction of displacement is identical for all shrunken individuals in the rock pointing to the lower bed surface. 
Edivetur Formation, cross section XI "Edivetur". Thin section 8-XI, Nil, x76. 

7. Shrunken ooid which is equivalent to the individual from the previous microphotograph in terms of inner fabric and 
origin. The selective replacement of the micritic nucleus by dolomite suggests its primary high-Mg calcite composition 
and possible source for magnesium cations. Mogila Formation, cross section IV "Sfrazhen". Thin section 217-IV, Nil, 
x76. 

8. Mottled ooid (with partly dolomitized micritic nucleus) that resembles to some extent modern and ancient cere
broid individuals (Carozzi, 1962). The formation of this peculiar ooid type might be related with various hypotheses 
(see text). Mogila Formation, cross-section IV "Sfrazhen". Thin section 78s-IV, Nil, x38. 











PLATE III 

1. Compound blocky-micritic ooids with sharp concentric (with respect to outer shape) boundary between both inner 
fabrics. The drusy character of the sparitic mosaic is indicative for precipitation of calcite cement inside partly 
formed oomolds. Dissolution and intraooid cementation occurred in different zones of the meteoric diagenetic 
environment (Longman, 1980; Heckel, 1983). Toshkovdol Formation, cross-section XI "Edivetur". Thin section 29-
XI, Nil, x110. 

2. Compound micritic-radial ooid with two similar by thickness concentric cortical layers- radial fibrous and micritic 
(to microsparitic). As far as the origin of the outer layer is concerned, the most reasonable explanation is to pre
sume neomorphic alteration of laminae with radial (concentric) banding, such as observed in coarser radial fibrous 
ooids. The similar Mg-Sr contents of both fabrics further suggest a common high-Mg calcite precursor. Mogila 
Formation, cross-section IV "Sfrazhen". Thin section 66-34-IV, Nil, x76. 

3. Cortex of micritic-radial ooid in whose outer part (photo bottom) the predominating subequant grains coexist with 
scarce elongated crystallites that have normal to oblique orientation. These crystallites might be assumed as relicts 
from radial (concentric) banding, thus rejecting the possibility for micritic calcitization of tangential primary arago
nitic fabric (Richter, 1983a; Richter & Besenecker, 1983). Mogila Formation, cross-section IV "Sfrazhen". SEM 
image, sample 66-34-IV Divisions on the scale bar equal to 100 J.Lm. 

4. Micritic-radial ooid in which the thicker part of the cortex (showing radial fibrous fabric) is separated by uneven 
boundary from the thin micritic periphery. The superficial micritic layer is interpreted as a product from early 
diagenetic microbial micritization. This process has also affected the associated fossil allochems in the rock (in
cluding echinoderm shells) . Toshkovdol Formation, cross section XI "Edivetur". Thin section 27-XI, Nil, x76. 

5. Compound radial-brickwork ooid interpreted as wholly aragonitic by primary mineralogy on the basis of petro
graphical and geochemical analogy between crystals from both cortical parts. Indirect evidence is the resemblance 
with compound ooids from some modern basins, as well as ancient rocks . The specific association with mottled 
and broken ooid types suggests hypersaline depositional conditions. Mogila Formation, cross-section IV 
"Sfrazhen". Thin section 786-IV, Nil, x76. 

6. Complex ooid (polyooid) with elongated shape predetermined by the participation of two single micritic/ 
microsparitic individuals of close size. Their central parts are recrystallized whereas their common cortex has the 
same micriticjmicrosparitic fabric . The irregular thickness of this cortex is due to precipitation in gaps between 
both single ooids. The latter were only slightly cemented in a quiet water milieu before eventually becoming 
nucleus of the polyooid (Poncet, 1984). Mogila Formation, cross section VI "Zgorigrad". Thin section 16-VI, N II, 
x76. 

PLATE IV 

I. Cracked ooids with micriticjmicrosparitic inner fabric split in halves by former fractures that were later infilled by 
clear calcite. This is the rarest type among all ooids of deformed outer shape. Its formation might be due to mutual 
impacts between allochems in strongly agitated water environment, or to mechanical stress generated during pres
sure-solution processes. Mogila Formation, cross section IV "Sfrazhen". Thin section 66-34-IV, Nil, x38. 

2. Micriticjmicrosparitic ooid with partially spalled peripheral lamina. The latter entirely fits into the lacking part of 
the cortex, thus excluding possible dissolution of metastable cortical phases (Wilkinson et al., 1984) but rather 
suggesting mechanical compaction as the controlling factor. Mogila Formation, cross-section IV "Sfrazhen". Thin 
section 78a-IV, Nil, x38. 

3. Microsparitic ooid whose nucleus represents a fragment from the cortex of broken micritic ooid. The latter was 
disintegrated obviously during deposition but without undergoing further rounding. Most logical is the assumption 
that crushing resulted from continuous impacts between coexisting individuals under strong hydrodynamic condi
tions. Mogila Formation, cross-section V "Ochin dol". Thin section 8-V, Nil, x38. 

4. Abraded radial fibrous ooids shaped up in agitated water milieu while being still soft and friable. The irregular 
consumption of cortical parts is a typical characteristic for this ooid type by inner fabric. Mogila Formation, cross
section I "Komshtitsa". Thin section 23-1, Nil, x55. 

5. Unilaterally abraded dolomicritic ooid (photo centre) with concentric fabric which was preserved due to mimetic 
dolomitization. The absence of other abraded individuals in the rock texture could mean partial inhibition of car
bonate accretion upon the ooid surface (Sandberg, 1975). Alternatively, only slight abrasion of the cortex took 
place in adjacent part of the sea bottom where strong hydrodynamic conditions prevailed. Svidol Formation, cross
section IV "Sfrazhen". Thin section 5-3-IV, Nil, x55. 

6. Two pitted dolomitized micriticjmicrosparitic ooids separated by slightly serrated boundary. Impressive is the close 
allochem packing in the rock which resulted from intensive mechanical compaction. However, pitting itself was 
caused by pressure-solution processes (chemical compaction). This particular case confirms the statement of 
Radwanski & Birkenmayer (1977) that the degree of pitting does not depend on the size of participating compo
nents. Svidol Formation, cross section IV "Sfrazhen". Thin section 5-3-VIII, Nil, x76. 
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Table 1 
Distribution of monomineralic carbonate ooid types by inner fabric and by deformed outer shape 
in the lithostratigraphic units of the Iskur Carbonate Group (Lower-Upper Triassic) . 
Used symbols: circles- predominant, squares- subordinate, asterisks- rare; a- abraded, 
b - broken, c - cracked, d - distorted, p - pitted, s - spalled 

ooid type I Svidol Mogila EdivetarFm Babino MilanovoFm Toshkovd. Shirokapl. Cheshm. 
lithostr.unit Fm Fm 

micritic/ • • • 
microsp. 

brickwork • 

sparry 0 

relic 

blocky • • 
(neomorph.) 

blocky 
(moldic) 

radial * * 
fibrous 

radial 
sparry 

shrunken * * 

mottled * 

blocky-micritic • • 

micritic-radial * 0 

radial- * 
brickwork 

complex * * * 
(polyooids) 

types by a b c a b c b d s 
def. shape p s d p s 

The primary mineralogy of ancient micritic/ 
microsparitic ooids might have been either ara
gonitic or calcitic (Wilkinson et al. 1985). In 
this study case, aragonitic precursor may be 
suggested for the following reasons: analogy 
with the micritic fabric of modern compound 
ooids from Baffin Bay (Land et al., 1979), the 
above mentioned observations of Richter 
(1983a) and Richter & Besenecker (1983), the 
virtual lack of micritic calcitic ooids in mod
ern marine environments. On the other hand, 
there is some evidence that at least some 
micriticjmicrosparitic ooids were originally 
calcitic. In particular, the observed ferroan 
calcite cortices may be indicative for high-Mg 
calcite precursor (Richter & Fiichtbauer, 
1978). The same interpretation is possible for 
those ooids which have been selectively dolo-
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Fm Fm Fm Fm 

• 

* 

0 • * * 

-
0 • • • 

0 

• • * * 

* • * 

* 

* 0 

0 * * 

* * * 

a b c a b d p p 
d p s p s 

mitized because this could mean intracortical 
source of magnesium. Original calcite compo
sition is very probable for those micritic/ 
microsparitic ooids that are associated with 
contrasting fabric types recognized as prima
rily aragonitic (brickwork ooids from the 
Mogila Fm and some blocky ooids from the 
Toshkovdol Fm - see below) (Plate II, 1 ). Fi
nally, some microsparitic (not micritic!) ooids 
show Sr-Mg contents indicative of their former 
high-Mg calcite composition (cf. Chatalov, 
2005, Fig. 3). 

Brickwork ooids 

This ooid type was established ·only in the 
Mogila Formation (Chatalov, 1996) where it 
coexists exclusively with sparry relic ooids. The 
cortex is built up of tangentially oriented tabu-



lar crystals ("bricks") in distinct layers forming 
so called brickwork (brick-like) fabric (Plate I, 
2). The thickness of these layers is predeter
mined by the crystal width (1 0-30 ).!m), while 
the crystal length reaches up to 50 ).!m. The 
building non -ferroan calcite is characterized 
by slight pseudopleochroism in shades of 
brown and its crystals show unit extinction at 
crossed polarizers. It is important to mention 
that the associated bivalve and gastropod 
shells display the same inner fabric. 

The brickwork fabric was firstly described by 
Sandberg (1975) and Assereto & Folk (1976). 
It was interpreted to result from aragonite 
transformation to calcite with retention of 
relicts from the primary concentric fabric 
(Richter, 1983a; Sandberg, 1983; Tucker, 1984; 
Wilkinson et al., 1984; Wilkinson et al., 1985; 
Singh, 1987; Algeo & Watson, 1995). It is be
lieved that the stabilization proceeds by means 
of simultaneous dissolution/precipitation pro
cesses through a thin film (Pingitore, 1976; 
1982; Brand & Veizer, 1980), so called micro
scale dissolution (replacement) by James & 
Choquette (1984). The process is assumed to 
take place principally in the stagnant satu
rated zone of the meteoric-phreatic diagenetic 
environment (Longman, 1980), but may also 
continue in the deep-burial connate environ
ment (Heckel, 1983; Tucker, 1985). 

The same mineralogical interpretation is 
supported in this study case by analogy with 
the brickwork skeletons of associated bivalve 
and gastropod shells (former aragonite). How
ever, it is mostly reinforced by data obtained 
from electron microprobe analyses on the 
brickwork cortices. These have shown that the 
strontium content is constantly elevated (Sr = 
3300 ± 1900 ppm) while the Mg content 
(MgC03 = 0.08 ± 0.11 mole%) is low (Fig. 5). 
Considering similar strontium data for other 
ancient ooids of inferred primary aragonite 
mineralogy (Tucker, 1985, 1986; Singh, 1987; 
Swirydczuk 1988; Zempolich et al., 1988; Kid
der & .Hall, 1993; Zempolich & Baker, 1993; 
Heydari & Moore, 1994; Algeo & Watson, 
1995), it can be firmly assumed on the basis of 
Criterion 3 after Sandberg (1985), that the 
studied ooids had aragonitic precursor. In par
ticular, these values indicate diagenesis in a 
partly closed system, e.g. intermediate solute 
index (Pingitore, 1976, 1982; Brand & Veizer, 
1980; Brand, 1989; Banner & Hanson 1990; 
Bates & Brand, 1990). The recorded Mg con
tent is also consistent with the assumption of 
aragonitic primary composition. 

Finally, it can be concluded that the inter
preted aragonitic ooids were most probably 

formed in a similar way like modern tangential 
aragonitic ooids from warm marine waters of 
low latitude: Bahama (Newell et al., 1960), Per
sian Gulf (Loreau & Purser, 1973), Yukatan 
shelf (Logan et al., 1969) and Shark Bay, West
ern Australia (Davies, 1970). In other words, 
they testify to deposition in agitated water envi
ronment and this conclusion was experimen
tally confirmed by Davies et al. (1978). 

Sparry relic ooids 

The cortices of these ooids are built up of 
subequant pseudospar crystals with unit ex
tinction which intersect concentric relicts 
(solid and/or liquid inclusions) from former 
laminae (Plate I, 3). These crystals have vari
able size from 20 to 100 ).!m. They have brown
ish coloration and are invariably composed of 
non-ferroan calcite. As mentioned above, this 
fabric type is associated exclusively with brick
work ooids in the Mogila Formation, with even 
both fabrics being represented in some indi
viduals. 

The sparry relic ooids were interpreted as 
former aragonitic allochems (Chatalov, 1996). 
Their strontium (3800 ± 1100 ppm) and 
MgC0

3 
(0.13 ± 0.09 mole%) contents are quite 

similar to the values recorded for the brick
work ooids (Fig. 5). Thus, the sparry relic ooids 
correspond to Criteria 2 and 3 of Sandberg 
(1985) for aragonite precursor. The different 
fabrics of both ooid types should be logically 
explained by some specifics in the mode of ara
gonite transformation to calcite (Tucker, 
1985). However, sparry relic and brickwork 
ooids are identical in terms of primary mecha
nism of formation and general diagenetic en
vironment. 

Blocky ooids 

Blocky ooids occur in six of the litho
stratigraphic units (Table 1 ). Locally, they are 
associated with micriticfmicrosparitic, radial 
sparry, shrunken, blocky-micritic and micri
tic-radial individuals. One common feature of 
all observed blocky ooids is the presence of fine 
to coarse spar crystals in their cortices. Other 
specific characteristics seem to be related with 
different mechanisms of formation and will be 
considered below together with their respec
tive interpretation. 

Most blocky ooids obviously resulted from 
aggrading neomorphism of other ooid types. 
This suggestion is inferred mainly on the basis 
of associated ooids with transitional fabrics 
and/or presence of relicts from former micro
structure in the newly formed pseudospar mo
saic. For example, blocky ooids emerged on a 
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large scale from recrystallization of micritic/ 
microsparitic ooids. Thus, micritic relicts are 
observed in the blocky fabric, and further
more, micriticjmicrosparitic, blocky and com
pound blocky-micritic ooids may coexist in a 
given rock (Plate I, 4, 5). Besides, the presence 
of opaque material along the crystal bound
aries testifies against possible cementation of 
oomolds as these non-carbonate admixtures 
were probably pushed aside during the recrys
tallization process. By analogy of the above 
described micriticjmicrosparitic type, it is evi
dent that both calcitic and aragonitic primary 
mineralogy might be presumed. In particular, 
the ferroan composition and microdolomite 
inclusions in the psedospar crystals are evi
dence for high-Mg calcite precursor. Contra
stingly, blocky ooids that were crystallographi
cally influenced by adjacent echinoderm frag-
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ments (Plate I, 6), should have had primary 
aragonite mineralogy (Rich, 1982). Radial fi
brous ooids were another initial ooid type for 
the generation of blocky ooids. This is inferred 
from their local coexistence with radial sparry 
ooids which appear to be an intermediate fab
ric type (see below). 

In some blocky ooids (Mogila Fm and 
Toshkovdol Fm) centered sparitic (Plate I, 7), 
micritic (Plate I, 8) or echinoderm nucleus is 
distinguished from the surrounding blocky 
cortex. In the case with sparitic nucleus, the 
latter is separated from the cortex by a thin 
dark contour, but shows the same fabric . When 
the nucleus is represented by single-crystal 
echinoderm fragment, it is in optical continu
ity with the surrounding cortex. In all these 
cases is presumed that the present blocky cor
tex resulted from two-phase diagenetic alter-



ation of primary aragonite layers. Most prob
ably the initial aragonite transformation was 
succeeded by some recrystallization which 
modified the previous sparry relic or brickwork 
fabric. So these blocky ooids should corre
spond to criterion 4 after Sandberg (1985) for 
aragonitic precursor. Meanwhile, it is sug
gested that the sparitic nucleus had the same 
aragonite mineralogy as the cortex, and on the 
contrary, micritic and echinoderm nuclei were 
primarily calcitic. The aragonite original min
eralogy of the cortex is confirmed also by the 
contrast with the associated micriticjmicro
sparitic and micritic-radial ooids (Plate I, 7), 
as well as the lack of any transitional fabrics or 
micritic relicts, e.g. those coexisting ooid types 
most probably had calcitic precursor. Besides, 
the same blocky fabric is observed in the origi
nally aragonite gastropod shells associated in 
the rock. In the context of all mentioned 
above, it should be noted that aragonite pre
cursor might be inferred for some blocky ooids 
lacking any preserved nucleus or traces from 
it. Thus in some rocks of the Toshkovdol Fm 
(cross-section VIII) such blocky ooids coexist 
with micriticjmicrosparitic ooids without the 
presence of any individuals with transitional 
fabric (e.g. micritic-blocky type), as well as 
without any micritic relicts in the blocky mo
saic itself (Plate II, 1 ). The contrasting fabrics 
of both ooid types suggest different primary 
mineralogy - aragonite for the blocky one and 
calcite for the micriticjmicrosparitic one. 

Few of the observed blocky ooids were 
formed through calcite cementation of 
oomolds. These were established in a package 
of ooid grainstones from the Toshkovdol For
mation in cross-section XI (Fig. 1 ). The pore
filling nature of the blocky calcite is inferred 
from the lack of any former fabric relicts, the 
coarse crystal size (mostly one crystal) as well 
as the association with other ooid types (Plate 
II, 2). Actually, the blocky ooids coexist with 
unleached micriticjmicrosparitic ooids, uno
ccluded real oomolds, partly occluded oom
olds and compound blocky-micritic ooids. 
Another evidence is the ferroan calcite com
position testifying to late cementation in a re
ducing diagenetic environment. It is clear that 
the dissolving fluids were highly undersatu
rated relative to the leached carbonate mineral 
(aragonite or calcite). If it were aragonite, then 
macroscale dissolution (James & Choquette, 
1984) took place as the volume and intensity of 
the flowing fluid phase have been much 
greater than in the case with aragonite trans
formation of brickwork or sparry relic ooids. 
The suggestion for aragonite precursor is indi-

rectly reinforced by the conclusion of Wil
kinson et al. (1985) that the widest occurrence 
of oomoldic porosity in nature is established in 
Permo-Triasssic rocks, i.e. generated in times 
when aragonitic abiotic precipitation was pre
dominant worldwide. Although the same au
thors claimed that selective dissolution of 
high-Mg calcite is rare in carbonate sequen
ces, Donath et al. (1980) proved experimen
tally that fabric-selective secondary porosity 
might develop by means of circulating fluids at 
deep-burial conditions even in low permeable 
limestones, which have undergone a full ce
mentation and mineralogical stabilization. 
The explicit assumption for aragonite precur
sor of oomolds has been challenged by other 
workers as well (Schroeder, 1979; Budd, 1983; 
Sandberg, 1983; Chow & James, 1987). Simi
larly, James & Choquette (1984) pointed out 
that moldic porosity can be developed in high
Mg calcites under conditions of very high wa
ter flux and strongly undersaturated waters, 
while Droxler et al. (1988) found out that high
Mg calcite displayed even higher solubility 
than aragonite in the modern Atlantic Ocean. 
Although the primary mineralogy of the 
former oomolds is yet ambiguous, there is some 
evidence that the dissolved mineral was cal
cite. For example, relict radial crystallites were 
observed in the cortices of the associated 
unleached or partially leached micriticjmi
crosparitic ooids. Besides, the same correlated 
oolitic package in the closely located cross
section X contains mimetically dolomitized 
radial fibrous ooids which had calcite precur
sor (see below). Finally, if the ooid cortices 
were primarily aragonitic, the more resistant 
calcitic nuclei would have rather collapsed, 
thus producing shrunken ooids and not 
oomolds. In terms of diagenetic sequence in 
these rocks, it is assumed that the dissolution 
must have taken place after interparticle rock 
cementation, but before stabilization of the 
high-Mg calcite building the ooid cortices. Ir
respective of the mineral precursor, it may be 
suggested that one major prerequisite for the 
dissolution of the ooid cortices was their pri
mary or later modified microporosity (Richter, 
1983a; Kopaska-Merkel, 1988; Selwood & 
Beckett, 1991). 

Radial fibrous ooids 

Radial fibrous ooids occur in all lithostra
tigraphic units except the Svidol Formation. 
This ooid type is locally associated with 
micriticjmicrosparitic; radial sparry, shrunken 
and micritic-radial ooids, but most commonly 
is represented autonomously in the rocks. Un-
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der the microscope, the radial fibrous ooids are 
characterized by specific light brownish colour 
(Plate II, 3; Plate IV, 4). Their cortices may ex
hibit colour variations which probably reflect 
variable amounts of non-carbonate inclusions 
and/or variable size and density of the con
stituent crystallites. Ooid cortices enclosing 
echinoderm nuclei are in partial or complete 
optical continuity with these bioclasts unless 
they have a micritic rim. Some radial fibrous 
ooids display poorly to well developed extinc
tion crosses at crossed polarizers. Observation 
with SEM reveals that the cortices are invari
ably built up of elongate (acicular) crystallites 
(Plate II, 4). Their length ranges from 5 to 50 
~m and their width- from 2 to 5 ~m. Radial 
crystal arrangement is not perfect everywhere 
but may be also oblique (deviation as much as 
25-30°) with bundles of crystals being avail
able as well. Radial (concentric) banding 
(Medvedeff & Wilkinson, 1983) is observed 
mainly in the coarser individuals and particu
larly in their outer cortex portions (Plate II, 3). 
The gradational boundary between radial fab
rics with or without such concentric laminar 
arrangement occurs at different diameter 
(from 0.3 to 0.7 mm). The appearance of band
ing is actually due to alternation of thin lami
nae only few microns thick (composed of 
equant nanograins) and thicker laminae of 
commonly less than 80 ~m (built up of mostly 
radial crystallites) (Plate II, 4) . Generally, the 
thickness of the concentric radial bands de
creases with increasing distance from the ooid 
interiors. Ooids with radial banding have 
markedly higher degree of sphericity. 

Radial fibrous fabric in carbonate ooids has 
been interpreted by most workers as a result of 
primary calcite precipitation (Sandberg, 1975; 
Wilkinson & Landing, 1978; Heller et al., 
1980; Medvedeff & Wilkinson, 1983; Tucker, 
1984; Strasser, 1986; Chow & James, 1987; 
Swirydczuk, 1988). Only few sedimentologists 
have assumed an alternative diagenetic origin 
(Shearman et al., 1970; Freeman, 1980). In 
particular, Richter (1983a) considered ancient 
radial ooids from marine sediments to have 
high-Mg calcite precursor, but low-Mg cal
cite composition was also suggested (Strasser, 
1986; Algeo & Watson, 1995). The studied ra
dial fibrous ooids should be interpreted as 
originally high-Mg calcitic on the basis of 
good fabric preservation, geochemistry and 
similarity with modern analogs. For example, 
they could be compared with ooids found on 
the Amazon shelf (Milliman & Barretto, 1975) 
and in the deeper waters off the Great Barrier 
Reef (Marshall & Davies, 1975), but also re-
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semble the discrete radial high-Mg calcite 
laminae in the bimineralic ooids from Baffin 
Bay (Land et al., 1979). The major supporting 
evidence, however, comes from the recorded 
Sr-Mg contents in the cortical calcite (Sr = 

510 ± 280 ppm; MgC0
3 

= 1.45 ± 0.52 mole%) 
(Fig. 5). These are the highest Mg values re
corded among all analyzed ooid types of this 
study, and furthermore, resemble data for 
other ancient carbonate constituents that were 
interpreted as originally high-Mg calcitic 
(Marshall & Ashton, 1980; Prezbindowski, 
1985; Swirydczuk, 1988; Tucker & Wright, 
1990; Algeo & Watson 1995). Because preser
vation of the primary Mg content of former 
calcite components depends on the degree of 
openness of the diagenetic system (Brand & 
Veizer, 1980; Veizer, 1983; Brand, 1989; Ban
ner & Hanson, 1990), it is suggested that the 
stabilization proceeded in at least semi-closed 
diagenetic system. If so, the recorded Sr values 
are also consistent with the assumed high-Mg 
calcite precursor, because the mean Sr values 
for low-Mg and high-Mg calcite precipitated 
from marine waters are 400-500 ppm and 1000-
2000 ppm, respectively (Land et al., 1979; Ma
jor et al., 1988; Major & Wilber, 1991). 

Some authors (Chow & James, 1987; Bates & 
Brand, 1990) suggested an alternative view for 
bimineralic origin of radial fibrous ooids with 
concentric banding. By analogy with the mod
ern Baffin Bay ooids (Land et al., 1979), the 
purely radial fabric was interpreted by them as 
former high-Mg calcitic, and the outer con
centric layers as formerly aragonitic. However, 
it is assumed herein that the formation of the 
studied radial fibrous ooids with concentric 
banding should not be explained in terms of 
different mineralogy. One possible interpreta
tion should be related to the hydrodynamic 
control of formation. According to Heller et 
al. (1980) smaller ooids are kept in suspension 
under high-energy conditions permitting ac
cretion of a radial cortex without severe grain 
abrasion. On the contrary, bed-load transport 
becomes more important with increasing grain 
size thus resulting in more intensive grain col
lision and abrasion, e.g. producing concentric 
laminae. This fabric control explains the well 
known regularity (Heller et al., 1980; Med
vedeff & Wilkinson, 1983; Reijers & Ten 
Haave, 1983; Poncet, 1984; Tucker, 1984; Stra
sser, 1986; Chow & James, 1987; Swirydczuk, 
1988; Bates & Brand, 1990) that smaller ooids 
do not show concentric banding, which is like
wise confirmed in this study case. The second 
hypothesis postulates that fabric is controlled 
by a balanced ratio between growth rate and 



abrasion (Medvedeff & Wilkinson, 1983). 
These authors suggested that slower growth 
rates (depending on the ambient water chem
istry) in concert with low abrasion (depend
ing on the grain mass and water dynamics) 
could simulate similar fabrics to those pro
duced during rapid growth in high-energy 
settings. Seemingly, the observed smaller size 
of fabric transition in some of the studied 
ooids with radial banding, compared with the 
typical 0.6-0. 7 mm boundary mentioned by 
most authors (Heller et al., . 1980; Poncet, 
1984; Chow & James, 1987; Bates & Brand, 
1990), is rather in accordance with the sec
ond hypothesis. 

Radial sparry ooids 

Radial sparry ooids were established in four 
lithostratigraphic units but are a predominant 
type only in the Shirokaplanina Formation. 
They are composed of several radiating spar 
crystals (maximum size of about 200 J..lm), and 
therefore, differ distinctly from radial fibrous 
ooids (Plate II, 5). Besides, these crystals show 
more or less curved boundaries unlike the 
straight acicular crystallites of the previous 
ooid type. In third place, the large crystals 
slightly widen towards the ooid exteriors thus 
forming variously pronounced wedge-shaped 
delineations. Radial sparry ooids are associ
ated exclusively with radial fibrous and/or 
blocky ooids. 

The logical interpretation of the radial 
sparry ooids should be related to aggrading 
neomorphism of former radial fibrous cortices 
through diagenetic coalescence of the primary 
acicular crystallites. Solid evidence is the gross 
retention of the radial fabric, as well as the 
specific association with radial fibrous and/or 
blocky ooids. In other words, radial sparry 
ooids represent intermediate stage of neomor
phic alteration of initial radial fibrous ooids. 
Therefore, many blocky ooids appear as the 
ultimate stage of such recrystallization, al
though some of them might be simply section 
planes of radial sparry ooids passing either be
low or above ooid centers (Wilkinson et al., 
1985). Similar diagenetic alteration path of ra
dial fibrous ooids was described by Chow & 
James (1987), who assumed that "radial-blo
cky ooids" (corresponding to the radial sparry 
ooids of this study) were formed during deep 
burial. 

The recorded Sr and Mg contents in the ra
dial sparry cortices (Sr = 260 ± 220 ppm; 
MgC0

3 
= 0.60 ± 0.08 mole%) are notably 

lower than the respective values for radial fi
brous ooids (Fig. 5). This difference should be 

explained in terms of the advanced neomor
phic alteration whereupon further depletion of 
those elements took place. 

Shrunken ooids 

Shrunken ooids were recognized only sporadi
cally in some of the studied Triassic sediments. 
A part of them (Mogila Fm) was considered as 
an important indicator for the former pres
ence of bimineralic cortices (Chatalov, 2005), 
and therefore, will not be treated further in this 
paper. The monomineralic shrunken ooids 
(Mogila Fm, Edivetar Fm and Toshkovdol Fm) 
are built up of sparry mosaic and displaced (be
side the ooid periphery) subspherical micritic/ 
microsparitic nucleus (Plate II, 6, 7). In some of 
them, the drusy nature of sparry calcite cement 
is recognized (Plate II, 6). The direction of 
nucleus displacement, which is the same for all 
coexisting individuals in a given rock, indicates 
the lower bed surface. Selective dolomite crys
tals locally replace the micriticjmicrosparitic 
nuclei (Plate II, 7). Shrunken ooids are associ
ated with micriticfmicrosparitic, blocky, radial 
fibrous and blocky-micritic types. 

The formation of shrunken ooids must have 
resulted from leaching of the more soluble 
ooid cortex and subsequent collapse of the 
more resistant nucleus. Calcite cement was 
precipitated in the produced intraooid void 
during later diagenesis. Therefore, it is a logi
cal assumption that the cortex and the 
nucleus were composed of different minerals. 
There are two major hypotheses regarding 
dissolution of a metastable mineral phase in 
such cases. The first one postulates the former 
presence of evaporite minerals (Carozzi, 
1963; Folk & Pittman, 1971; Radwanski & 
Birkenmayer, 1977), and the second - of ara
gonite (Friedman, 1964; Conley, 1977; Rich
ter, 1983a; Wilkinson et al., 1984; Hird & 
Tucker, 1988). In this study case, it is as
sumed that the dissolving fluids were highly 
undersaturated relative to aragonite so that 
macroscale dissolution (James & Choquette, 
1984) took place. The most convincing evi
dence for this mineralogical interpretation is 
the association with radial fibrous ooids (e.g. 
originally calcitic), as well as with other 
shrunken ooids of primary bimineralic com
position (Chatalov, 2005). The constant lack 
of associated brickwork and sparry relic 
ooids (e.g. such that have undergone micro
scale dissolution) is also an important fact. Fi
nally, the selective dolomite replacing some 
collapsed micriticjmicrosparitic nuclei may be 
indicative of high-Mg calcite precursor and 
possible local supply of Mg cations. 
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Mottled ooids 

Mottled ooids occur only in the basal lag of the 
lowermost peritidal hemicycle in the Mogila 
Formation (cross-section IV). They comprise 
5-l 0% of the total number of ooid individuals 
in the rock and are associated with ooids hav
ing both primarily monomineralic (brickwork, 
microsparitic, radial-brickwork) and bimine
ralic (microsparitic-brickwork) cortices (Cha
talov, 2005). Besides, many of the ooid allo
chems in this particular bed are broken. The 
inner fabric of the mottled ooids is character
ized by the common appearance of micritic/ 
microsparitic and sparitic areas (Plate II, 8) . 
These vary from radiating wedge-shaped sec
tors to irregular (but still slightly elongated) 
mottles. The wedge-like zones widen towards 
the ooid periphery and display almost equal 
width compared with each other. The micritic/ 
microsparitic fabric is locally coloured in 
redbrownish by disseminated ferric oxihy
droxides. The sparitic sectors are invariably 
composed of ferroan calcite locally contain
ing microdolomitic inclusions. 

The described mottled ooids resemble the 
inner fabric of modern and ancient cerebroid 
ooids (Carozzi, 1962) mostly in terms of the 
adjacent elongated light and dark sectors. The 
two major differences, however, are related to 
the absence of pronounced radial fabric in the 
light zones and of typical cerebroid outer 
shape. It might be assumed that some selective 
neomorphism in direction normal to the ooid 
center could explain the formation of the 
sparitic areas. The major prerequisite must 
have been the differing primary fabric of both 
sectors as in cerebroid ooids. The present 
sparitic zones possibly resulted from alteration 
of former radial fabric analogously to the for
mation of radial sparry ooids, e.g. through ag
grading neomorphism. Alternatively, the spa
ritic areas represented initially discrete wedge
like crystals like in some modern Great Salt 
Lake (Utah) ooids (Carozzi, 1962). If further 
analogy is made with cerebroid ooids, the for
mation of the micriticfmicrosparitic sectors 
might be attributed to local growth inhibition 
due to microorganisms (Richter, 1983a; Chow 
& James, 1987) or non-carbonate admixtures 
(Carozzi, 1962; Kahle, 1974). In the present 
case, the latter hypothesis is supported by the 
concentration of synsedimentary ferriferous 
material preferentially in the micriticfmicro
sparitic zones. As far as the lack of cerebroid 
shape is concerned, it is quite possible that 
such original morphology was obliterated 
through additional rounding of the ooid 
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allochems in agitated water milieu. The lack 
of concave areas may be also due to the lack of 
bottom bacteria capable of dissolving the ooid 
surface, as was assumed for the Great Salt 
Lake ooids by Kahle (1974). 

Conclusions about the primary mineralogy 
of the mottled ooids are ambiguous. Indeed, 
actualistic evidence regarding modern cere
broid ooids suggests primary aragonite compo
sition. However, the fabric similarity with the 
microsparitic layers of the associated bimi
neralic individuals, which were interpreted as 
originally calcitic (Chatalov, 2005), rather tes
tifies to high-Mg calcite precursor. This sec
ond variant is supported by the ferroan nature 
of the low-Mg calcite from the light sparitic 
sectors as well as the incorporated micro
dolomitic inclusions in its crystals. 

Blocky-micritic ooids 
Two subtypes of compound blocky-micritic 
ooids were established in the studied rocks as 
they should be given different genetic interpre
tation. In the first variety, the central part of 
the ooid body is occupied by one or more 
pseudospar crystals (Plate I, 4). The transition 
towards the peripheral micriticfmicrosparitic 
fabric is either sharp or graded with respect to 
the changing crystal size. This subtype ap
pears as an intermediate product of aggrading 
neomorphism of wholly micriticfmicrosparitic 
ooids. Their final stage of alteration is repre
sented by one of the blocky type varieties de
scribed above. Indeed, such compound ooids 
are closely associated in the rocks with 
micriticfmicrosparitic and blocky ooids. Ap
parently, both calcite and aragonite may be 
assumed as · mineralogical precursors, consi
dereing the respective conclusions for the end
members presented above. 

In the extremely rare second subtype of 
blocky-micritic ooids the boundary between 
both cortical fabrics is constantly sharp, and 
furthermore, is more or less concentric to the 
outer ooid delineations (Plate Ill, 1). The 
sparry sectors are variable relative to the total 
allochem volume being composed of one or 
more calcite crystals. In most cases, the inner 
side of the micriticfmicrosparitic fabric is lined 
by isopachous rim of bladed cement as the 
crystal size is gradually enlarged inwards to 
form drusy mosaics. It is firmly believed that 
this particular compound fabric originated 
from partial dissolution of the cortex and com
plete leaching of the nucleus. Later, the newly 
formed partial oomolds were occluded by cal
cite cement growing on the preserved micritic/ 
microsparitic substrate. This conclusion is well 



confirmed by the coexistence of the compound 
individuals with unleached micriticfmicro
sparitic ooids, unoccluded real oomolds, part
ly occluded oomolds and blocky ooids. The 
latter were interpreted above as totally leached 
and subsequently infilled oomolds. This asso
ciation occurs in the already mentioned oolite 
package from · the Toshkovdol Formation 
(cross-section XI). The primary mineralogy of 
the initial micriticfmicrosparitic ooids is am
biguous, but there is more evidence to infer 
calcite precursor (see above). 

To summarize the origin of the described 
partial or virtual oomolds, it should be as
sumed that dissolution must have proceeded 
in the undersaturated zone of the meteoric
phreatic (or meteoric-vadose?) diagenetic en
vironment (Longman, 1980; Moore & Druck
man, 1981; Heckel, 1983). In particular, the 
incomplete development of moldic porosity 
indicates that the sediments were present only 
temporarily in this zone. Some of the generated 
oomolds were later occluded by calcite ce
ment in the active saturated zone of the mete
oric-phreatic environment. Low effective po
rosity of the rocks most probably prevented 
from total occlusion of all created moldic 
voids. ,. 

Micritic-radial ooids 

Compound micritic-radial ooids occur subor
dinately or sporadically in five formations be
ing associated with micriticfmicrosparitic, ra
dial fibrous, and blocky ooids. Two subtypes 
are easily distinguished on account of their 
specific cortical features. In most cases the in
ner part of the cortex comprises one radial fi
brous layer surrounded by a commonly thicker 
outer portion of micritic to microsparitic fab
.ric (Plate I, 7; Plate III, 2). The boundary be
tween both fabrics is sharp and concentric 
relative to the ooid periphery. Observation with 
SEM reveals that the micriticfmicrosparitic 
laminae are composed of predominant sube
quant grains but elongate crystallites with ra
dial and oblique orientation are subordinately 
represented (Plate III, 3). In the second sub
type a th1ck radial fibrous portion of the cortex 
(with or without concentric banding) passes 
into a thin outermost micritic to microsparitic 
layer (Plate III, 4). However, in this case the 
boundary between both fabrics is mainly un
even. 

Two hypotheses may be suggested to explain 
the formation of the first subtype. Thus, it 
might be assumed that the primary micro
structure was composed of inner radial fibrous 
layer and outer micritic laminae. The latter 
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were generated analogously to the thin micritic 
laminae in the radial fibrous ooids with con
centric banding, i.e. the calcite nannograins 
resulted from simple accretion due to a bal
anced ratio between precipitation rate and de
gree of abrasion (Medvedeff & Wilkinson, 
1983). The second hypothesis suggests that the 
present micriticfmicrosparitic fabric emerged 
from neomorphic alteration of concentric lay
ers similar to those described in the radial fi
brous ooids. In other words, the radial concen
tric fabric became altered to mosaic of ran
domly oriented crystals, and such an alter
ation may be explained by the metastable na
ture of the former high-Mg calcite. Supporting 
evidence comes from the presence of relict ra
dially oriented crystallites, the constantly in
ner position of the radial fibrous fabric in the 
compound cortex and the sharp fabric 
change. Similarly, Marshall & Davies (1975) 
assumed that recrystallization of modern ra
dial fibrous ooids from the Great Barrier Reef 
of Australia produced equigranular micro
sparitic mosaic. Meanwhile, analogous ex
amples from ancient limestones are known as 
well (Heydari & Moore, 1994; Algeo & Watson, 
1995). The primary mineralogy of the observed 
micriticfmicrosparitic fabric may have been 
aragonite or calcite. For example, the micritic 
fabric of the similar compound ooids from 
Baffin Bay is aragonite (Land et al., 1979), but 
in the mentioned two ancient occurrences was 
interpreted as originally calcitic (Heydari & 
Moore, 1994; Algeo & Watson, 1995). In the 
present case, the assumed analogy with radial 
fibrous ooids having concentric banding infers 
also primary calcite mineralogy. In the same 
context, the presence of relict radial crystal
lites precludes the possibility for micritic 
calcitization of tangential aragonitic fabric 
(Richter, 1983a; Richter & Besenecker, 1983). 
The most important evidence, however, comes 
from the comparative microprobe analyses. 
The obtained data show similar trace element 
composition for the radial fibrous fabric (Sr = 

650 ± 480 ppm; MgC03 = 0.84 ± 0.12 mole%) 
and the micriticfmicrosparitic fabric (Sr = 570 
± 300 ppm; MgC03 = 0.69 ± 0.21 mole%), re
spectively (Fig. 5). The slightly depleted Sr and 
Mg values in the micriticfmicrosparitic calcite 
probably reflect higher degree of diagenetic 
alteration, which is in accordance with the as
sumed genetic explanation. 

A quite different hypothesis should be pro
posed for the second subtype of micritic-ra
dial ooids. In this case, the formation of su
perficial micritic layer should be logically re
lated to microbial micritization of the periph-
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eral cortex parts. This suggestion is mostly re
inforced by the irregular appearance of the 
micritic fabric. Moreover, the associated fos
sil allochems in the rocks also display clear 
evidence of microbial micritization, with even 
the more resistant echinoderm shells being 
affected. 

Radial-brickwork .ooids 

A specific type of compound ooids was estab
lished in the same grainstone lag from the 
Mogila Formation where mottled ooids oc
cur. It is distinguished by the presence of in
ner sparry radial fabric and outer brickwork 
layers (Plate III, 5). The calcite crystals from 
both fabrics are similar in terms of shape, 
size, pseudopleochroism (in shades of brown), 
unit extinction and non-ferroan composition. 
The similar petrographical characteristics 
are further supported by geochemical res em
blance. The elevated Sr and depleted Mg 
contents of the radial fabric (Sr = 3400 ± 
300 ppm; MgC0

3 
= 0.10 ± 0.39 mole%) are 

very close to the values obtained for the 
brickwork fabric (Sr = 3000 ± 800 ppm; 
MgC0

3 
= 0.15 ± 0.27 mole%) (Fig. 5). These 

data testify to a common aragonitic precur
sor almost matching the aforementioned re
sults for homogeneous brickwork and sparry 
relic ooids. · 

Modern occurrences of wholly radial arago
nitic ooids are known from the Trucial Coast 
(Lareau & Purser, 1973), Great Barrier Reef 
(Davies & Martin, 1976), Great Salt Lake 
(Kahle, 1974; Sandberg, 1975; Halley, 1977) 
and Gulf of Aqaba in the Red sea (Friedman 
et al., 1973). In particular, large radial crystals 
("rays") are typical of the Great Salt Lake 
ooids. On the other hand, compound individu
als with intercalated radial and tangential 
aragonitic layers have been reported from the 
Yucatan shelf (Logan et al., 1969), Shark Bay 
(Davies, 1970) and again from the Great Salt 
Lake (Halley, 1977). Other sparry radial 
grains/ooids from ancient rocks, interpreted as 
primarily aragonitic, were described by Free
man (1980), Tucker (1984) and Algeo & 
Watson (1995). Radial aragonitic ooids have 
been also synthesized in laboratory experi
ments (Suess & Futterer, 1972; Ferguson et al., 
1978; Davies et al., 1978). 

It is impressive that most of the enumer
ated modern occurrences have been discov
ered in restricted marine and non-marine 
settings. In addition to this regularity, Algeo 
& Watson (1995) found that former arago
nitic radial ooids in the Carboniferous strata 
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of Kansas were related to hypersaline depo
sitional setting. In this context, there is solid 
evidence that the studied radial-brickwork 
ooids were also generated under such condi
tions. For instance, the host basal grainstone 
lag caps a part of the Triassic profile (Svidol 
Fm), which has been deposited in harsher 
arid climatic conditions, and hence, at el
evated seawater salinity (Chatalov & Sta
nimirova, 2001). On the other hand, the ra
dial-brickwork ooids are associated in this 
particular bed with mottled and broken in
dividuals. In this sense, Radwanski & Bir
kenmayer (1977) reported many modern and 
ancient occurrences of similar coexisting 
ooid types from sediments deposited under 
hypersaline conditions. 

Two explanations might be proposed for the 
generation of the observed radial fabric. The 
first one postulates that it was originally com
posed of radial fibrous crystals which coa
lesced during diagenesis (Kahle, 1974; 
Wilkinson et al., 1985). The second hypoth
esis refers to originally coarse aragonite crys
tals that were later transformed to calcite 
with gross retention of the radial fabric. For 
example, Sandberg (1975) considered the ara
gonite "rays" in the Great Salt Lake ooids as 
synsedimentary. Analogy could also be made 
with the so called "ray calcite crystals" re
placing original aragonite (Mazzullo & . Cys, 
1979; Tucker & Hollingworth, 1986) by pre
serving the initial crystal elongation. In its 
turn, the brickwork fabric must have resulted 
from diagenetic modification of primary ara
gonite crystallites with tangential orientation, 
as was observed in modern Great Salt Lake 
compound . ooids (Halley, 1977). The in
tracortical fabric change might have been 
caused by local physical control, and in this 
sense, the analogy with the actualistic obser
vations of Lareau & Purser (1973) in the Per
sian Gulf is quite logical. In other words, the 
radial fabric was favoured at lower energy 
conditions, while the former tangential fabric 
was generated at higher bottom hydrodynam
ics. In particular, Medvedeff & Wilkinson 
(1983) noted that the relation of radial fabric 
with low agitation may be valid only for ara
gonite ooids, and under conditions of increas
ing water energy a transition from radial to 
tangential crystal orientation takes place. Fi
nally, these suggestions were confirmed ex
perimentally by Davies et al. (1978), who 
demonstrated that any other growth orienta
tion different from tangential is prevented 
under turbulent conditions. 



Single ooid types 
by deformed outer shape -
description and interpretation 

The following types of deformed outer shape 
were recognized among the studied ooids: 
cracked, spalled, broken, abraded, distorted 
and pitted. It should be mentioned that ooids 
of elongated or irregular morphology prede
termined by the shape of their nuclei were not 
considered. Each of the major types described 
below was established in most lithostrati
graphic units, but commonly shows minor lat
eral and vertical occurrence (their relative dis
tribution by formations is shown in Table 1). 
Ooids of deformed outer shape are associated 
with largely predominant individuals of undis
turbed morphology, with the only exception 
being distorted individuals which are repre
sented alone in some rocks (Chatalov, 2003). 

Cracked ooids 
This is the rarest distinguished type of de
formed outer shape which is characterized by 
the presence of sectorial or half-splitting 
cracks (Plate IV, 1 ). The inner cortical fabric of 
cracked ooids is either micriticjmicrosparitic 
or radial fibrous. The observed individuals are 
locally associated with spalled ooids. 

Originally, Carozzi (1961) interpreted the 
cracking of ooids as a result of their mutual 
impacts in strongly agitated water environ
ment. However, according to Radwanski & 
Birkenmayer (1977) cracking should be ex
plained as a consequence of mechanical stress 
during the development of pressure-solution 
processes. While both mechanisms are quite 
possible for the formation cif the observed 
cracked ooids, dissolution of aragonitic nu
cleus may have particularly caused cracking 
and crushing of some compacted radial fi
brous individuals - so called "eggshell diage
nesis" after Wilkinson & Landing (1978). 

Spalled ooids 

Spalled cortices were sporadically established 
in some 1nicriticjmicrosparitic ooids by show
ing ruptured outermost laminar sectors or 
single laminae (Plate IV, 2). In some cases 
these have preserved connection with the main 
ooid body but elsewhere were detached to 
longer distance from it. 

The interpretation of spalled cortices should 
be based on the classical hypothesis postulat
ing that mechanical compaction causes it at 
burial (Moore & Druckman, 1981; Peryt, 1985; 
Cantrell & Walker, 1985). Alternatively, Rad-

wanski & Birkenmayer (1977) suggested that 
spalling is initiated by pressure-solution pro
cesses acting tangentially to the ooid surface, 
and this assumption is supported in this study 
case by the mentioned association' with cra
cked ooids. Meanwhile, no evidence was found 
to confirm the conclusion of Wilkinson et al. 
(1984), i.e. that spalling in ooids is predeter
mined by dissolution of intracortical meta- . 
stable carbonate phases. Indeed, the observed 
spalled laminae always fit by length in the 
ooid cortices from which they have been de
tached. 

Broken ooids 
The observed broken ooids represent . disinte
grated piece6 (of various shape and size) from 
mostly micriticjmicrosparitic and radial fi
brous whole individuals. Their greatest con
centration was found in the basal lag of the 
lowermost peritidal hemicycle in the Mogila 
Fm and the dolomitized oolitic bed in the up
per part of the Svidol Fm (cross-sections III, 
IV). Besides, broken ooids are abundant in 
some rocks from the Milanovo Fm (cross-sec
tions "Ponor" and "Vrelo"). In most cases the 
fragments have been additionally rounded. 
Some individuals have undergone different de
gree of regeneration, i.e. they have become nu
clei of newly formed ooids (Plate IV, 3). Frac
ture surfaces in the radial fibrous ooids invari
ably parallel the normally oriented cortex 

· crystallites. Usually this type shows specific 
association with abraded individuals. 

Many authors have mentioned the regular
ity that radial ooids are much more readily 
desintegrated into broken pieces (Carozzi, 
1961; Labecki & Radwanski, 1967; Schenk, 
1975; Halley, 1977; Radwanski & Birken
mayer, 1977; Tucker, 1984; Chow & James, 
1987). The logical interpretation is that their 
breakage is predetermined by the more easily 
destroyable radial fabric. Generally, the for
mation of broken ooids results from intensive 
water agitation and continuous impacts be
tween coexisting ooid individuals. In this 
sense, the assumption of Labecki & Radwanski 
(1967) that broken shapes originate rather 
from initial syndepositional cracking of whole 
ooids than from their gradual abrasion, is quite 
logical. These authors suggested also that 
structural heterogeneity is the principal reason 
for the ooid desintegration. There is enough 
evidence in this particular case that the me
chanical breakup proceeded soon before, and 
possibly continued simultaneously with, the 
deposition of whole ooids, i.e. at the time when 
they were rigid enough but brittle. This is con-
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firmed by the available rounded shapes, the 
traces of slight to substantial regeneration and 
the coexistence with whole ooids. Finally, the 
local presence of broken individuals in asso
ciation with radial-brickwork and mottled 
ooids might be related with hypersaline depo
sitional conditions, as was mentioned above. 
In this context, Halley (1977) enumerated 
many examples of broken ooids originating in 
hypersaline conditions. 

Abraded ooids 

The abraded ooids generally follow the distri
bution of broken ones, but may be also 
autonomously represented. Their inner cortex 
fabric is either radial fibrous (Plate IV, 4) or 
micriticjmicrosparitic (Plate IV, 5). The defor
mation resulted from variable consumption of 
external cortical parts. It seems that the a bra
sion took place when ooids were soft and 
brittle and could not resist high water agita
tion. In some cases the abraded individuals 
have undergone some additional rounding 
and later regeneration, e.g. similarly to broken 
ooids. Different amounts of admixtures have 
imparted contrasting appearance to the 
nucleus (represented by abraded ooid) com
pared to the newly formed cortex. The uneven 
peripheral laminar thickness in some slightly 
abraded ooids might be a simple result from 
partial inhibition of the carbonate accretion on 
the ooid surface (Sandberg, 1975). These areas 
may have been points of touching with other 
ooids in the course of precipitation or have 
been subjected to attack by boring organims 
(Swett & Knoll, 1989). 

Distorted ooids 
Because of their peculiar nature distorted 
ooids were discussed in a separate paper 
(Chatalov, 2003). It is only to be repeated he
rein that two varieties were distinguished: dis
torted ooids interconnected in pairs, small 
clusters or zig-zag chains, and massively de
formed individuals in the rock (found in a 
single oolitic bed from the Mogila Fm, cross
section IV). The first variety is interpreted to 
result from a localized process of late multi
stage deformation through pressure-solution. 
On the other hand, the massive appearance of 
distorted ooids is principally explained by cer
tain overburden stress exerted perpendicular 
to the bedding plane during the early diagen
.esis (e.g. causing soft deformation), although 
late diagenetic continuation of the distortion 
process is also possible. Although the presence 
of this ooid type has often been related with 
primary aragonitic mineralogy ( cf. Wilkinson 
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et al., 1985), no clear evidence was found to ex
plicitly prove identical mineral composition of 
all studied distorted ooids. 

Pitted ooids 

This ooid type of deformed outer shape occurs 
on a relatively large scale in the studied Trias
sic oolites. Distinct boundaries of even or lo
cally serrated delineations were observed be
tween the interpenetrating individuals (Plate 
IV, 6). The pitted ooids are supposed to have 
been formed by pressurejsolution processes at 
the contacts between adjacent individuals (lo
cally these are other allochems types) . The 
conclusion of Radwanski & Birkenmayer 
(1977) that the pitting process does not depend 
on the size and sphericity of the components, 
but solely on the solubility of the contact points 
under pressure, is well confirmed in this study. 

Complex ooids 

Complex ooids show much lesser occurrence 
than single ones in the studied sediments. All 
of them belong to polyooids (Fhigel, 1982) 
whereupon two (Plate III, 6) or more (up to 
seven) single individuals have served as com
mon nucleus for the formation of a new ooid. 
The participating single ooids (poorly to well 
sorted) are mostly whole allochems but may be 
also broken or abraded ones. Fossil and other 
fragments occasionally coexist with ooids to 
form the nuclei. The observed polyooids have 
elongated shape when two individuals make 
up the nucleus, but show irregular delinea
tions in the case of more single ooids. The 
common outer cortices have either micritic/ 
microsparitic or brickwork fabric (Chatalov, 
2005). Superficial polyooids are more typical 
than normal ones. The variable thicknesses of 
some innermost cortical layers are predeter
mined by gaps between adjacent single ooids. 
In accordance with the hypothesis proposed by 
Poncet (1984), it is suggested that single indi
viduals were only slightly cemented in a quiet 
water millieu before eventually becoming a 
nucleus of polyooid. 

Precipitation of calcitic 
and aragonitic ooids -
general and local controls 

It appears from the interpretations presented 
above that ooids with both primary aragonitic 
and calcitic cortices have been precipitated in 



the Triassic sediments from North
western Bulgaria. However, their 
stratigraphic distribution follows 
one general trend characterized by 
mostly aragonitic (brickwork, 
sparry relic, shrunken and radial
brickwork) ooids in the Upper 
Olenekian to Middle Anisian rocks 
and contrastingly large predomi
nance of calcitic (blocky moldic, 
radial fibrous, radial sparry and 
micritic-radial) ooids in the Upper 
Anisian to Lower Carnian lime
stones (Chatalov, 2005) (Fig. 2, 3). 
This trend conforms well to the 
relative occurrence of originally 
aragonite and calcite ooids in Trias
sic rocks on a global scale (Wilkin
son et al., 1985; Mackenzie & Agegi
an, 1989). According to Mackenzie 
& Agegian (1989), who proposed a 
variation curve for the aragonite/ 
calcite ratio through the Phanero
zoic, the percentage of aragonite 
ooids became gradually reduced 
toward the end of the Triassic pe-
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riod (Fig. 6). 

The chronostratigraphic interval 
from the mid-Carboniferous to the 
Middle Triassic epoch was related 
to a 1st order (1 08-109 yr) geotec

Fig. 6. Relative distribution of originally aragonite and calcite ooids in 
the studied Triassic rocks in the background of the global Phanero
zoic variation curve (after Mackenzie & Agegian , 1989). Note: Sea level 
oscillations are after Hallam (1984) 

tonic cycle characterized by slower mid -ocean 
ridge spreading (Gaffin, 1987), continental 
emergence (Hallam, 1984; Haq et al. , 1987) 
(Fig. 6) and cooler climate (Fischer, 1984). 
The effects from the reduced C02 outgassing 
at subduction zones, high rates of erosion in 
terrestrial environments and increased photo
synthesis resulted in low levels of atmospheric 
and oceanic C0

2 
(Mackenzie & Pigott, 1981; 

Sandberg, 1983; Wilkinson et al., 1985; 
Mackenzie & Morse, 1992). These low levels 
caused higher seawater carbonate saturation, 
and hence, higher relative precipitation rates 
for aragonite owing to kinetic factors. It is be
lieved, that in this study case, the high degree 
of seawater carbonate saturation state was pro
mote~. by the increased salinity reflecting in
tense evaporation in an arid peritidal setting 
(Chatalov, 1998). The significance of the salin
ity factor is particularly stressed by the pres
ence of a specific ooid association (radial
brickwork, mottled and broken types) only at 
the base of the Upper Olenekian peritidal 
complex, suggesting maximum salinity with 
respect to the younger sediments . This assum
ption is in accordance with data obtained from 
the study of early diagenetic dolomites belong-

ing to this stratigraphic interval (Chatalov & 
Stanimirova, 2001 ). 

The observed mineralogical change of abi
otic carbonate preciptitation at the end of the 
Anisian age (Illyrian subage) corresponds to 
the mentioned global increase of calcite ooid 
formation (Fig. 6), which continued until Cre
taceous time (Mackenzie & Agegian, 1989). 
This change was related to the appearance of 
more intense seafloor spreading (Gaffin, 
1987), global highstand (Hallam, 1984; Haq et 
al., 1987) (Fig. 6), warmer climate, higher C0

2 
levels (Berner, 1990; Cerling, 1991), and con
sequently, to low saturation state of seawater 
with respect to carbonate minerals favoring 
calcite precipitation. ln this particular case, 
from the Middle Anisian onwards the seawa
ter reached normal salinity (inferred from the 
observed fossil assemblage), thus probably 
promoting calcite ooid formation. The latter 
took place mainly in the framework of a large 
peloid-ooid shoal complex within the inner 
ramp zone (qaTaJIOB, 2002). 

Apart from the general predominance of 
aragonitic ooids by the Late Anisian, locally 
controlled short-term shifts in the carbonate 
precipitaion have obviously taken place by 
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that time in the epicontinental Triassic sea. 
This is inferred from the coexistence (Plate I, 7; 
Plate II, 1) or interbedding of monomineralic 
aragonitic and calcitic ooids (Fig. 2, 3), as well 
as the presence of bimineralic ooid cortices 
(Chatalov, 1997; 2005). Apparently, such 
changes in the primary ooid mineralogy were 
not irreversible, but occurred repeatedly. How
ever, no particular cyclic pattern could be out
lined for this lower part of the Triassic section 
for at least three reasons: strong diagenetic im
prints in the rocks (mostly dolomitization and 
recrystallization), presence of controversial 
ooid fabrics with respect to mineral precursors 
(micriticfmicrosparitic, blocky neomorphosed, 
mottled and blocky-micritic), and occurrence 
of large vertical intervals without oolitic sedi
ments. 

Despite the fact that modern environments 
have been discovered where aragonite and 
high-Mg calcite are coexisting as ooids and 
cements (Land et al., 1979; Marshall & Davies, 
1981; Major et al., 1988), the mechanisms 
which control the precipitation of both min
eral phases are still poorly known and dis
cussed in the literature. The bulk mineralogy 
of abiotic marine carbonates is principally de
termined by the saturation state of seawater 
and kinetic factors that promote or inhibit pre
cipitation of one mineral over another. The 
degree of seawater .carbonate saturation is de
pendent on three environmental parameters: 
temperature, salinity and C0

2 
levels. Sug

gested variables related to the reaction kinetics 
of abiotic carbonate precipitation are: Mg2+ I 
Ca2+ ratio, concentration of COt, SOt, PO/ 
and organic matter. 

Although the possible aggregate effect of ki
netic parameters should not be precluded 
(Burton, 1993) their separate effects are com
plex and still controversial (Morse & 
Mackenzie, 1990). For this reason, most au
thors have concluded that the degree of sea
water carbonate saturation exerts the leading 
control on the coeval precipitation of calcite 
and aragonite. For example, Heydari & Moore 
(1994) pointed out that aragonite should be 
the dominant phase at any given con centra
tion of COt, SOt, PO/ and organic com
pounds, as well as at any given Mg2+'Ca2+ ra
tio, when seawater is supersaturated relative to 
both minerals. In such conditions, the relative 
precipitation rates for aragonite are higher due 
to kinetic reasons (Burton & Walter, 1987). In 
particular, aragonite precipitation is favored 
by increasing temperature and salinity and de-
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creasing C0
2 

levels (other factors being equal . 
because these would lead to higher carbonate 
saturation. While atmospheric pC02 seems to 
be the leading thermodynamic factor in tecto
no-eustatic cycles, short-term changes in sea
water carbonate saturation should be rather 
attributed to temperature and salinity varia
tions. Thus, Algeo & Watson (1995) noted that 
temperature is the primary control on abiotic 
marine carbonate mineralogy within 3rd- (1 o: 
- 107 yr) to 5th-order (104

- 105 yr) glacio
eustatic cycles. Temperature fluctuations are 
relatively larger relative to C02 fluctuations 
during such cycles resulting in short-term tem
perature dependence. In the same context, 
Adabi (2004) found evidence that in the Upper 
Jurassic Mozduran limestone (NE Iran) ara
gonite occurs in the shallowest part of the ba
sin while mainly calcite was formed in rela
tively deeper water areas, and concluded that 
variations in the carbonate mineralogy were 
ultimately controlled by seawater temperature 
changes. Finally, it must be mentioned that 
carbonate mineralogy in Recent shallow ma
rine sediments also varies with seawater tem
perature as aragonite is predominant in warm 
areas, and calcite prevails in marine cool wa
ter carbonates (Tucker & Wright, 1990). On 
the other hand, Heydari & Moore (1994) 
proved that higher salinities (and associated 
increases in COt, Ca2+, alkalinity and tem
perature) might result in significant rise in the 
carbonate saturation state of seawater. Similar 
control was also inferred from the Upper 
Cambrian platform carbonates in Canada in 
which calcite ooids formed in subtidal bars, 
and aragonite ooids on intertidal sand flats 
(Chow & James 1987). 

In this study case, it is suggested that subtle 
temperature and/or salinity changes were re
sponsible for the binary abiotic carbonate pre
cipitation during the Late Olenekian - Middle 
Anisian interval. Thus, calcite and aragonite 
were thermodynamically favored under con
ditions of low or high seawater carbonate satu
ration respectively, regardless of variability in 
kinetic factors. The resulting short-term modi
fications of this saturation state can explain the 
formation of calcitic and aragonitic-calcitic 
ooids during a typical icehouse episode of the 
Phanerozoic, e.g. with global "aragonite sea". 
Only under conditions of intermediate seawa
ter carbonate saturation, changes in kinetic 
precipitation may have favored intracortical 
mineralogical transitions, e.g. formation of 
bimineralic ooids (Chatalov, 2005). 



Comparison with associated 
marine-phreatic cements 

The majority of the observed marine-phreatic 
cements in the studied Triassic rocks show pet
rographical and geochemical characteristics 
indicative of primary high-Mg calcitic miner
alogy (Chatalov, 2000). The diagnostic fea
tures for such interpretation are: good preser
vation of crystals, abundant microdolomite in
clusions, steep-sided crystal terminations, low 
Sr versus elevated Mg content, ferroan compo
sition of calcite, and finally, analogy with 
modern high-Mg calcite cements. Among the 
distinguished types are radial fibrous, bladed, 
radiaxial bladed, syntaxial and cryptocrystal
line cements. Only acicular ghosts in pseudo
sparitic mosaics were convincingly interpreted 
as former aragonitic marine cement on the ba
sis of the typical neomorphic fabric and el
evated Sr content. These occur only locally iil 
coarse intraclastic grainstones of Late Anisian 
age (Toshkovdol Formation). 

The predominance of marine high-Mg cal
citic cements through the whole investigated 
Triassic section might be generally interpreted 
by the lower supply of carbonate ions into in
terparticle pores, i.e. decreased fluid shear at 
growing crystal surfaces (Given & Wilkinson, 
1985). This hypothesis explains particularly 
the mineralogical difference between prevail
ing aragonite ooids and high-Mg ·calcite ce
ments in the Upper Olenekian- Middle Ani
sian sediments. This is a typical feature of 
many modern ooid -cement occurrences, but is 
known from ancient rocks as well ( cf. 
Zempolich et al., 1988). Besides, Wilkinson & 
Given (1986) pointed out that isopachous ac
icular high-Mg calcite was precipiated in 
tropical marine environments throughout the 
whole Phanerozoic and was predominant over 
aragonite particularly in Lower-Middle Tri
assic times. The exception with the Upper 
Anisian intraclastic grainstones was explained 
by the larger pore space between allochems 
favouring high growth rate of aragonitic ce
ment crystals (Chatalov, 2000). Another rea
son for the rarity of observed former aragonitic 
cements might be their poor preservation in the 
rocks during subsequent diagenesis. 

On the other hand, Opdyke & Wilkinson 
(1989) concluded that Phanerozoic latitudes 
for aragonitic marine cements were more 
equatorial than those characteristic for rna
rine calcite cements. This regularity was es
pecially pronounced in "aragonitic seas", i.e. 
like in Early - Middle Triassic times. Such an 

inference conforms to the observed primary 
cement mineralogy as the studied Triassic 
sediments where presumably deposited in the 
range of 30-40° of northern latitude. Mean
while, according to the same authors, marine 
aragonitic ooids display broader latitudinal 
distribution than marine aragonitic cements. 

Conclusions 

1. Several types of primarily monomineralic 
ooids occur in the Triassic carbonate .sedi
ments from NW Bulgaria. Single ooids distin
guished by homogeneous inner cortical fabric 
are: micriticjmicrosparitic, brickwork, sparry 
relic, blocky, radial fibrous, radial sparry, 
shrunken and mottled. Besides, three com
pound types were established: blocky-micritic, 
micritic-radial and radial-brickwork. The di
versity of ooids by outer deformed shape com
prises cracked, spalled, broken, abraded, dis
torted and pitted types. Complex ooid indi
viduals (polyooids) were also observed on a 
minor scale. 

2. The various ooid fabrics resulted from 
combination of different mechanisms of pre
cipitation and subsequent postdepositional al
terations. The isochemical diagenetic pro
cesses influencing modification of their origi
nal microstructure took place in three recog
nized diagenetic environments: marine-phrea
tic, meteoric-phreatic (also possibly meteoric
vadose) and deep-burial connate. These pro
cesses comprise microbial micritization, com
paction, aragonite transformation, recrystalli
zation, dissolution and cementation. 

3. The distinguished ooid types do not dis
play any specific relation to facies and 
microfacies, but with one exception. In the ba
sal lag of the lowermost peritidal hemicycle in 
the Mogila Formation a peculiar association 
of mottled and radial-brickwork ooids with 
bimineralic compound individuals plus bro
ken shapes was established. There is evidence 
that this particular bed was deposited in hy
persaline water milieu, thus emphasizing 
the analogy with other modern and ancient 
occurrences of similar coexisting ooid types. 

4. The primary mineralogy of some of the 
described ooid types was inferred on the basis 
of applied three major criteria: primary corti
cal fabric, degree of preservation and Mg-Sr 
content. Besides, the particular ooid associa
tions, comparison with coexisting fossil shells 
of known original mineralogy and analogy 
with modern ooids were used for this interpre
tation. As a result aragonite and high-Mg cal-
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cite ooid precipitation was proved. The strati
graphic occurrence of both primary ooid 
mineralogies follows a common trend that 
conforms well to the global distribution of car
bonate ooids throughout the Triassic period. 
_ 5. Aragonite ooid formation was predomi

nant for the Late Olenekian - Middle Anisian 
interval. It was controlled by a high saturation 
state of seawater (caused principally by low 
levels of atmospheric and oceanic C0

2
) favor

ing higher precipitation rates for aragonite 
relative to calcite due to kinetic reasons. In this 
particular case, the high degree of seawater 
carbonate saturation was probably promoted 
by an increased salinity reflecting intense 
evaporation in an arid peritidal setting. 

6. The contrastingly large predominance of 
calcitic ooids in the Upper Anisian, Ladinian 
and Lower Carnian sediments corresponds to 
the secular increase of calcite ooid formation 
during the Middle Triassic epoch, which con
tinued until Cretaceous time. This change was 
related to the appearance of global highstand, 
more intense seafloor spreading, warmer cli
mate, higher C0

2 
levels, and consequently, to 

low carbonate saturation state of seawater fa
voring calcite precipitation. In this particular 
case, the seawater reached normal salinity 
from the Middle Anisian onwards thus prob
ably promoting calcite ooid formation. 

7. Apart from the outlined general trend of 
abiotic primary carbonate mineralogy, locally 
controlled short-term shifts in the carbonate 
precipitaion also took place in the epiconti
nental Triassic sea. These are inferred from the 
coexistence or interbedding of primary arago
nitic and calcitic ooids, as well as the presence 
of bimineralic ooid cortices. It is assumed that 
thermodynamic factors (e.g. saturation state of 
seawater) have been most influential on the co
eval precipitation of aragonite and calcite, 
most probably controlled by subtle tempera
ture andfor salinity changes. 

8. Unlike the established trend of primary ooid 
mineralogy, the marine-phreatic cements in the 
studied Triassic rocks were predominantly com
posed of high-Mg calcite with only sporadic oc
currences of primary aragonite. This discrep
ancy is generally explained by the lower supply 
of carbonate ions into interparticle pores, which 
promoted calcite cementation, although possible 
poor preservation of marine aragonite cements 
during diagenesis should not be neglected, too. 
Further evidence on the abiotic carbonate pre
cipitation might be obtained from investigation of 
the limestone micritic matrix. 

9. One major perspective of this study is to 
broaden the obtained results for the Triassic 
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carbonate ooids from NW Bulgaria through in
vestigation of isochronic sediments from other 
country areas. In this sense, the recently pub
lished data by Belivanova (2003), testifying to 
the presence of primary aragonitic and calcitic 
ooids in the Triassic rocks from Golo burdo 
Mountain (SW Bulgaria), confirm the general 
conclusions of this paper. 
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